
MT DENALI, ALASKA  

 

 THE MOUNTAIN FROM THE SOUTH: Picture by BananTarr Photogaphy 

This is a story of a few of us living for several weeks on a big mountain, Denali1, as part of a US federal 
research effort to examine effects of high altitude and extreme conditions on humans. I was in Alaska 
from May to August 1969, and it was my last big mountain expedition. It turned out to be the toughest, 
and in some ways least enjoyable, involving some close personal calls, and the sad death of a colleague. 
We actually climbed through an atmosphere of disaster, since the bodies of the Wilcox group from two 
years before were strewn around somewhere under the arctic snow on the upper reaches of our route. We 
gathered data on climbers  passing through our  various routines, and ended up rigging the necessary 
instrumentation on ourselves in searching for more information on the psychophysiology of adjustment to 
the rigors of mountaineering. We managed two successful ascents, of the main (south) as well as not so 
often climbed (north) peak. From a climber's perspective we were fortunate to be paid to be where most 
were paying for the experience. We spent plenty of time acclimatizing to altitude, and were unstressed by 
the enemy of so many on the mountain, the need to climb quickly because of limited time and money. 
While besieged by the fierce storms normally associated with this peak, we were able to bide out time, 
and wait patiently for good weather. Our research however was compromised by several factors, 
including organizational shortcomings, widely disparate team competence as mountaineers,  and a 
number of schedule disruptions. I was unable to collect enough data to come up with useful results, and 

                                                
1 during this entire expedition, we referred to the mountain as McKinley, since the name change to the 
much more dignified `Denali' (like Chomolungma) only happened several years later. 



thus, with relief, concentrated on accomplishing the two ascents safely. I am grateful for the 
companionship of professional researchers, and some strong, experienced climbers - even though I had no 
hand in their selection - on a dangerous and unpredictable journey. We had a good time, and earned our 
keep through brutal combinations of arctic weather  battering at human frailty. In a `coda', after the 
expedition was finished, I teamed up with some climbers from the Alaskan Alpine Club, and managed not 
only a new first ascent of a small but delightful peak (M'Ladies 8800') but also a successful traverse of Mt 
Rainier. 

I arrived in Fairbanks on May 28th 1969, to find my bags had been thoughtfully routed 
to Tokyo. It was a fitting tribute to a highly disorganized year long preparation for my 
summer, and, though I didn't know it then,  a harbinger of things to come. Having just 
left (actually been fired from  Outward Bound (OB), and as a newly enrolled graduate 
student in the Psychology and Human Resources Development (HRD) program at NC 
State University, I was still shaking, partly from withdrawal from OB , and also dealing 
with the `rat', the addiction to climbing dominating so many of us2. My search for 
employment, starting the previous summer after return from our Andes expedition,  had 
been driven by two key principles. First was to establish some credibility in the 
psychology profession. I had grave reservations as to the clinical work to which I was 
exposed (dealing one-on-one with client-patients), preferring  a focus on the less 
traditional, broader public policy orientation of HRD, which although I didn't know it then, 
I was to work on for years3.  OB experience  however  gave me some legitimacy, and so 
I sought paid employment in a related field.  

Second, in deference to the `rat', I wanted to round  out  mountain credits with some 
significant exposure to the Rockies which had allured but eluded me ever since I started 
climbing in that NorthHamptonshire quarry with John Longland4  in the 1950s. So my 
sallies forth, into the then-  for an immigrant Brit - cruel US job market, centered on 
several  options.  

I offered my services as a guide to the Whittaker brothers on Mt Rainier. This was on 
the rather thin grounds that I had been in Kathmandu in 1963 when Jim Whittaker came 
down off Everest after the first American ascent. I was a good friend of Jim Edwards 
who had a hand in the helicopter rescue from Base Camp of  Willi Unsoeld with whom I 
later worked (as acknowledged many years later by Tom Hornbein when Tom, Kathy 
(his distinguished wife) and I met in New York, and  he so kindly signatured my copy of 
his iconic book `West Ridge').  

                                                
2  see `Anhaga and the Rat' a presentation based on Mo Antoine `Feeding the Rat' which can 
be found on my website www.jeslawrence.com, under the link `a fair bit of climbing and 
exploring around' in my Outdoor Resume. 
3 see Literacy and human resources development: An integrated approach. JES Lawrence - The Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science Vol 520. 1992 
4 the son of famed Everest climber Sir John Laurence 'Jack' Longland 



 

 

 

 

All that revisionism aside, at the time (1968) despite several polite exchanges of letters, 
Rainier Guides were already booked for the following season, I was too late, and it 
didn’t work. My second option was to follow up on an invitation from the Ohio State 
University for their expedition into the St Elias Mountains.  



 

It turned out however that, for various reasons, that didn't work either. 

My third  option was to bird-dog another contact to Peter Wood at the Smithsonian  
Institution, which had originally suggested Charles Houston's research on Logan, but in 
his additional recommendation, magically evolved into  the solution to everything. 



 

One of the names suggested was Mr R.C. Faylor, University of Alaska, Institute of Arctic 
Biology  (UA/IA B) whom I contacted directly, and was put in touch with Peter Morrison, 
Director of the Institute. A flurry of letters ensued, including this first indication of interest 
from Joe Nava, the THEMIS Project Coordinator at the UA/IAB. 



 

My professor and mentor at NCSU, Dr John Oliver Cook was sent the following from 
Director Morrison, illustrating the vetting process of the IAB, and underscoring the 
opportunity for  psychological field experience and primary data-gathering practice for 
this green graduate student.  



 

 

On November 21st 1968, I was informed by Joe Nava that I would be hired as a 
member of the IAB `Observer Team' on the mountain at the stratospheric rate of $3.50 
per hour for a forty hour week, for as long as the expedition would last in gathering the 
necessary data. He stated that `the work in general [would] consist of testing and 
observing climbers and scientific observers here at the laboratory prior to the climb, 



testing of both groups again on the mountain at 17,300', and then re-testing once more 
in the lab after the respective climbs and scientific expeditions have ended.' Clear in the 
pre-hire discussions (and later after I arrived in Fairbanks) was the cold warning that 
under no conditions were we to consider ourselves as potential summiteers. Our job 
was to collect information on climbers. However, amongst those of us who were 
climbers, once on the mountain, we figured we would  find a way! Maybe a couple days 
leave after the expedition ended? Little did we realize how it would all work out in our 
favor. 

I was so excited at the prospect of spending a summer on the highest mountain in North 
America, that I almost forgot the cost of getting there and back, which I had assumed 
would be covered from Raleigh NC to Fairbanks. That appeared not to be the case, so I 
suggested hitching/driving, with the memory of our Overland Expedition through 
Europe, and western and central Asia egging me on. On the entry to the US the year 
before, from Australia and the S Pacific islands, all I had seen of the United States was 
with nose pressed against the window of a transcontinental  flight, so I was fully ready to 
try and make my way by road, and communicated my enthusiasm to Joe Nava. 
Fortunately, he was unimpressed, and the strategy worked. His next letter said `In order 
to help you bridge the gap between your desire to join us and your financial ability to do 
so, we can offer you a round trip air fare along with a firm commitment for ten weeks of 
employment at the previously mentioned rate of $3.50 per hour.' He added a couple of 
sentences on the possibility of extension if necessary, but I had what I needed. Once 
again, I was going to be paid to do what I really most wanted to do. 

So it was, in late May, I left my car with a friend in Raleigh, climbed on a plane to 
Chicago with Anchorage as the ultimate stop. According to my log, the Chicago airport 
was an ugly, unfriendly place, so first impressions of Alaska were as `thoroughly un-
American' (read `unlike North Carolina'), in the huge expanses, wildness and rough-
and-ready talk of `a red panel-truck' by stumpy guys in fur hats discussing fishing at the 
bend in Moose River. On arrival in Fairbanks, Wayne Myers the expedition doctor, met 
me, and took me out into the night sun, looking for Don Simpson, one of the THEMIS 
chieftains. As an icebreaker, we were immediately into the assignment of my gear and a 
bunk for the night. We drove to the University in his Veedub, and he suddenly stopped 
by a huge fence, behind which were several enormous musk oxen grazing. Hunters 
wanted to shoot them Wayne said, but all you had to do was to walk up beside them 
and put your gun muzzle in their ear. These ones came from a colony in the Aleutians. 

The next day was the start of a sort of experimental regime, subjecting team members 
as well as climbers who had signed up for the project, to a series of tests as outlined in 
Joe's letter. The oxygen chamber was surprisingly spacious as we were ushered in. 
`Send us up' was the order. `Clang' went the steel door, then the hissing starts, with 
much ear-popping. A slight cold that had come on during the flight was particularly 



unwelcome, and as we went up to 13,000' at a temperature of 68F, the strangest noises 
gurgled in my ears and nose. It seems they were using the wrong guages for oxygen 
pressure, and they had to boost the levels after fifteen minutes as we reached 18.000', 
stabilizing our pulse and respiration rates at noticeably higher rates. I noted that they 
were watching us through the little windows for unusual behavior, statements, 
restlessness etc. I didn't feel much difference other than a little wobbly and head like a 
pumpkin, although  recall was a little difficult, since I couldn't remember some of the 
items on a very recent final  exam at NCSU.  

The tests we had to perform inside and outside the chamber were five: a stylus maze, a 
stylus pinhole, a pegboard, balancing, and a reaction button. My performance was 
clearly compromised at altitude, and I felt the urge to hyperventilate which I tried to 
control out of an overweening need to stay in control. We were asked if we felt 
nauseated or had headaches. I had neither, felt ok, but just a slight pressure on the 
stomach, and my head still felt like a pumpkin. The staff in the cylinder with us were 
both wearing oxygen masks. It was a James-Bond like setting. We were guinea-pigs in 
this strange hollow nautical tank with steel decks like being in a submarine. Finally, two 
more tests, alveolar air, the very last bit out of your lung-sacs, and voice patterns, 
reading a short passage, keeping a constant voice tone, and repeating some words 
three times. By now I had become quite cyanose, blue fingernails and lips, a sure sign 
of oxygen depletion. `Go ahead' was the command, up to 19,000'. More pops and a 
strange whistling noise . My pulse went up to 108. Here are my notes about the 
differences between simulated and actual effects. 

 

I had done background research into altitude effects prior to joining this effort, and was 
genuinely interested in my reactions. Correspondence with experts like Griffith Pugh in 
London, and Charles Houston in Vermont had given me at least preliminary insights into 



the science, and my construction of this rough cross tabulation of comparisons between 
chamber and altitude proper, while amateur, represented a degree of consensus at the 
time. Our instructions for preparing for the tests though caused several smiles, and 
were not considered very practical controls by many of us. 

 

 

Furthermore, the testing schedule was packed very tight, the most memorable being the 
hand cooling, which should have been called `hand-freezing'. It involved holding your 
hand for several minutes in a revolving tub of ice water, enduring the excruciating pain 
not only going into the cold, but coming back out of it. 



 

By now, I knew who the expedition members were, though had not yet met them all. 
The eight men on our `observer team' were `Doc' Eagan' our leader, Wayne Myers the 
medical doctor for the expedition, Clarence Serfoss, Brian Bartlett, Rob Taylor the 
mountaineers, Hugh Owens paramedic, and our `blood man', John Houghton, 
meteorologist, and me the psychologist/mountaineer. We had our briefing on May 3oth, 



which laid out the plan for getting us all onto, and off the mountain. For the record, here 
are my notes on the very spare, but optimistic schedule. 

 

Particularly notable are the references to the `setting up of airstrip' which turned out to 
be a key, if exhausting endeavor, since we were almost entirely reliant on Don Sheldon, 
the famed Alaska bush-pilot who flew us both ways, and supplied us, and performed 
rescue missions in between. Stomping out runways for him and his tough little ski-



equipped Super Cub on the snowy plateaus surrounding our various camps was 
unexpectedly crucial to our survival. 

MAY 31st Saturday: Wow! after two exhausting days, leaving me very dubious about 
my condition. My voice was almost gone, heavy cold, and one (right) ear blocked. 
Sleeping in Don Sheldon's hangar in Talkeetna after a strange rail trip with Clarence 
that cost me $7.00 one way to McKinley Park, about halfway to Talkeetna. The country 
reminded me of Scotland, peat-bogs, blown and blighted pines, little lakes and 
homesteaders in the middle of nowhere down by the railside, picked up and dropped off 
wherever. they needed. Clarence told me he is thinking of getting a homestead. The US 
gives you the land after you've been there three years, a truly pioneer existence. I'm not 
sure it’s the life for forward-looking people these days of infoprocessing, general 
systems theory,cybernetics and communications theory! 

We got to Talkeetna at about 5.00pm after the train pondered off from Fairbanks. This 
was Clarence at the station.  

                                 

The weather deteriorated during the day, to grey and raining. We were met by Don 
Sheldon and his charming daughter. We found a trolley, and offloaded all our gear into 
Don's truck, and then bouncing the few yards to the hangar. Don began to sweep out 
the hangar, redfaced and sturdy, physically assured, more like a Lakeland sheep farmer 
than a pilot, and autocratic in a good-natured competent way. 

We also were greeted by Bradford Washburn who happened by with Barbara Blinn, wife 
of the leader of one of the parties presently on the mountain. Her husband apparently 
successfully made the summit this time, on his third attempt, though one expedition 
member is apparently sick up there. 

We had an excellent meal at the Roadhouse in old farmhouse style, then turned in, 
attempting to shut out the arctic twilight. Clarence had gone off down the road to see 
friends, and Brian, whom I'd just met, seemed young, tough and friendly, and a good 
and patient listener to my endless tales. Clarence on the other hand did not impress me, 
while undoubtedly strong, seemed more brash, a headful of somewhat immature ideas, 
and not much leadership ability, even though he is stipulated as `lead climber' due to his 



experience on the mountain (Cassin Ridge), so much of my first impression could have 
been sour grapes. I was denied the lead climber role because of my additional 
responsibilities as the psych-feller, although my high mountain experience was broader 
than his. (`Maybe I'll learn', I noted in my log… and came to respect his exceptional 
stamina on the climb, and ended up summiting with him).  

I spent the next few hours part asleep, part awake, contemplating what I'd let myself in 
for. My first glimpse of McKinley (as it was then named) had been when it appeared 
above the clouds on my flight in, far in the distance, dwarfing the surrounding icy terrain. 
As we got nearer, its sheer mass became more evident. It towers 5000' above its 
nearest altitude rival, and is by one measure (base to summit) the highest in the world.  

                           

                          

It has two peaks separated by a large plateau. In the picture above the highest 
(southern summit, on the left) at just over 20,300' is the prize sought by every first time 
aspirant. The northern peak (on the right) is far less often climbed, though only a few 
hundred feet lower. It is the third most isolated and the third most topographically 
prominent peak on earth. Because of its northern latitude, and closeness to the arctic 
circle, its weather is often extreme, and barometric pressures lower than in other high 
mountain regions. Its elegance is awesome, but hides a bitter resistance to human 



presence. [Even in 2016, with all the modernity in communications, access and 
equipment, the ascent success rate was only 60%5]. 

{Edit: from here on, I try to keep, judiciously,  to the language of my original log, penned 
at the time} 

JUNE 1. Lying on McKinley at 10,000' listening to the short wave radio of the oil rig guys 
calling their wives. This morning dawned fine, so within a few minutes of waking we 
were having a huge breakfast (I thought I'd left that kind of cooking behind in NZ), and 
then packed up our stuff from the hangar. Brad Washburn (on the right below) and wife, 
and Barbara saw us into the plane.  

                   

The three of us, Brian, Clarence and I jammed in the most extraordinary way into that 
tiny Cessna, we had gear on our heads, in our laps and up our arses.                                         

             

Although photo-shoots were impossible, nothing could diminish the amazing view as we 
rose high above Talkeetna, and looked out across .the park, enormous, tundra flats for 
miles, dotted with scrub and little lakes, here and there a trail leading to what looked like 

                                                
5 Live Science: Denali: Facts about America's tallest mountain. K.A. Zimmerman. May 15, 2017 



old mining huts. Finally we were through the gateway to the high country. The 
mountains closed around us, and we were flying between huge walls, close enough so 
it seemed we could touch them, hopping ridges, dodging clouds until finally, peering 
through rucsac frames, we could see the murky ends of the Kahiltna glacier. We turned 
up it, and began to make out the shape of Mt Foraker, and then the swell of McKinley 
itself. It reminded me a bit of Mt Supernal, long red, and quite simple-looking from a 
technical climber's perspective, but very large. We could make out other expeditions at 
around 6400', either `Denali Endeavor' from Seattle, or the Italians form the Italian 
Alpine Club according to Don's shouted explanations as he dipped our wings at them6. 

Then, as Don was about to go back down and pick up Gill Blinn, leader of the Denali 
Endeavor party, things suddenly got drastic as we shortly and abruptly hit the snow. I 
could only see clouds of snow, but apparently we had landed and were OK. We crawled 
out, unpacked and waved goodbye to Don as he vanished in another cloud of snow as 
we spread out in our area, checking for crevasses, picking tent sites, sorting out gear, 
and preparing for Don's return again with the rest of our equipment, and briefly Barbara 
Blinn, before we were left to the mountain.  

                   

It got very cold, and socked in at about 4pm, and Brian and Clarence went up to the col 
above us to get radio comms with Anchorage. Life seems to be good, and I am getting 
rid of my cold. The results of our tests at base had given me confidence, since we were 
sorted into two groups, those classified as potentially strong at altitude, and those 

                                                
6 Because of our scientific purpose, and since we had not got permission, individually,  to climb the 
mountain, we were given the privilege of air transport to the 10.000' level which was the head of the 
Kahiltna, saving several days of load carrying up the glacier like other expeditions, but we also did not 
have the advantage they had of fitness preparation and acclimatization.  



weaker. The numbers were more or less evenly split, but Brian, Clarence, and I were in 
the `strong' group, and the rating proved to be correct on the mountain for all of us. 

We turned in quite late, but the day was not over. At about 10.00 pm, Clarence looked 
out of the tent, swore, and gave a loud shout. In a moment he and I had our boots and 
anoraks on and were moving up towards three climbers coming down the cwm above, 
very slowly. Obviously they were bringing an injured climber down. It was altitude 
sickness. Barney Seiler (Swiss) and another helping a third who looked fairly mildly 
shot. We took over and brought him on down with us, and put him in our other tent.  

Here is the entry for the second day of June in my log.  

 

I heard it over our radio, with nods to the sense of being again very close to Russia. Of 
the two islands in the Bering Strait, Big Diomede is Russian and Little Diomede 
American.  

A plane flew in this morning to take off the sick man, a different  one, the yellow Supcub 
to take off the sick climber, but not before taking Clarence up to 14,000. Evidently the 
experience (weather outlook) was not too good, and Don was in a hurry to take off the 
second time, and was not about to take us up to join Clarence as planned, despite our 
having struck our blue tent. So in the end, Brian and I were left to ourselves.  

We have made a really good job of the tent this time. A rope to the top of the pole, four 
ski poles four feet deep on the corners, even a rudimentary snow wall, so I guess we 
are ready for the worst. It is pretty cold. We have chewed jerky and cookies all day, and 
talked climbing. Brian told about watching four ducks trying to fly the pass above us 
over to the Peters Glacier and not being able to make it, sliding along on their bellies 
flapping and bouncing. Clarence tried unsuccessfully  to catch one for the pot. Probably 
quite a feat in duckland. Difficult to estimate which is the greater, getting over the pass, 
or escaping humans on the way. 

Ive had some fairly unfriendly arguments with Clarence already, loud and boastful, he's 
probably too much like me for successful coexistence ! 



His  `American' rope technique on ice is to lead out all 120' then snowshoe off up the 
glacier. My coil-in-the-hand method from the Alps and Antarctica dies hard! Perhaps I'll 
climb with Rob or Hugh and have less strife. On our short rescue mission last night, I 
found I kept up, in fact more than kept up with him, although I was sinking in on 
crampons, while he more wisely had snowshoes. The latter are undoubtedly preferable 
over these long, gentle deep snow slopes. McKinley is certainly a very formidable 
mountain, and this (technically moderate) West Buttress route is no mean undertaking. 
We are only at 10,200', just below the Kahiltna crest, and the ridge looms above us like 
its own great peak. I shall be quite proud to get to the top7. 

As far as my job is concerned on this expedition, I'm going to be fairly unpopular, since 
psychology and mountains maybe don’t mix. I think that anyway by the time I'm finished 
here I shall know for certain whether I want to do this more deeply or not. Right now, 
tonight, the idea does NOT appeal to me. Climbing is a personal thing, and maybe 
should not be interfered with. Neuropsychological tests are fine, but as to suggestion as 
to who got up first, who does the most work etc. is too personal during an expedition, 
and not really fair after. One is intruding on inner privacy, something not very sensible 
on a big expedition. I think that honesty and self-appraisal are most important. I suggest 
that all personnel be asked if they would mind keeping a daily log which is to be read by 
the psychologist at the conclusion of the trip. He could then match them with his own 
private findings, and perhaps come up with some interesting syntheses.  

Of Brian and Clarence: Brian is by far the more stable personality, with consistent and 
sound reasons for everything he does. Clarence is jerky, unpredictable, given to 
shouting loud orders, and actually is frequently totally dependent on others, though 
would probably never see this. When the plane was about to take off, he was utterly 
unready, as were we all, but was shouting to Brian to bring him this, get him that 
etc…He is probably best off climbing. It answers most of his questions, though I suspect 
less than he pretends, and it will either kill him, or he will grow up. He is very strong, 
very determined, and likely quite capable, as well as superficially likeable. Brian on the 
other hand, bespectacled, self-effacing, hard-working, uncomplaining, may never 
achieve the same spectacular goals as some others (though he has done a lot for a 20 
year old, climbed two of three Mexican volcanoes, and McKinley last year) but is more 
adjusted, steadier, and apparently more questioning. Now lying deep in the sac, he 
buries his sunburnt nose into Asimov's `Is Anyone There', breaking off occasionally to 
anything that needs doing. I hope Clarence is OK up there. I wish I was leading this 
thing. I would be so much surer of what's going on, and would NOT have let Clarence 
go up there alone without a radio and definite sched times for comms8. For all I know he 

                                                
7 it seemed we had already implicitly deemed this possible, if not likely, since we were explicitly forbidden 
to climb it in our contracts 
8 apparently he had a radio, but could not contact us directly 



may have no food, no stove etc. Another epic for him to boast about. No doubt he'll 
survive! 

So there's the picture. Me as usual critical, wanting to be top dog. I will make sure in 
future I don’t go unless I have reasonable autonomy, and that [desire] is better faced 
than effaced, and from what I have seen, I have no reason to trust Clarence's 
leadership, though find it always hard to trust anyone's judgment more than my own in 
the mountains, natural after so long perhaps. I have much still to learn, but am very 
used to it. No expedition ever starts off but one seems to see the bugs early - all the 
better eyes to combat them with. 

JUNE 3rd. Still at 10,200' Woke this morning feeling really good and fully prepared to 
move out into sort of medium weather McKinley seems to be contrast par excellence. It 
alters between blizzard (precipitation of new snow unlike the blown snow in the 
Antarctic) and really hot sun. But there was no Don Sheldon all day. At just after 9.00am 
we chanced to turn on our radio, and coincidentally heard Clarence calling Joe Nava 
from 14000. His only beef was that birds (ravens presumably) had picked over the 
cache up there. Actually though we were clear most of the morning, up high never really 
cleared except for moments. Just after lunch, when it socked in and began to snow 
gently, we tired of inactivity and ostensibly to get contact with Radio Fairbanks from the 
ridge above, we geared up, me showing the patient Brian alpine techniques, quite 
different for him. We got up to the top of the Pass, and I was so excited at climbing 
again that I had to be reminded of our purpose. We got out the radio and amid the 
blowing mist and sun/whiteout we contacted Joe perfectly.    

              

          

He seemed pleased to hear us, and we gave him a list of necessities to come in with 
the choppers due on the 7th, then signed off, put away the radio and headed up to the 
summit of Kahiltna Dome. For a time we could see reasonably, and the ridge was easy 
to follow.  



   

Then it began to snow heavily. I gave it 5 minutes, leading up over a big slot and up 
beside an overhang, and then since the ridge seemed to go on ahead, discretion took 
over and we headed back down. We had to stop somewhere! However e found later we 
had stopped only a ropes length from the summit. Nevertheless the trudge back down 
onto the glacier proper was in heavy snow  and complete whiteout.. When we got back 
down to the flat, our prints were almost completely snowed over, so we did the right 
thing. Amazingly enough, by 4 pm the sun was out and it was warm again. Brian got 
packed up and we went out and trudged the runway  again9. I tried radioing Don, but we 
never got through, and while waiting, it clouded over again. We have been in and out of 
the mist like a yoyo today… still perhaps tomorrow…? I'm in no hurry.  

                                        

JUNE  4. Stormbound on Mt McKinley. Funny the ways I get to spend my birthdays, and 
this is 31. Woke at 5.00 am to the rattling of the tent, and the hiss of drift. We've done all 
we can to strengthen  this flimsy tent anyhow, so I just pushed some of the snow off the 
canvas wall above my head and fatalistically went back to sleep. Woke again at 9.00 
am feeling very good. Had porridge and hot jello for breakfast. Pretty nasty outside.  

 
                                                
9 this was an essential factor in safe landing and takeoff for the Cessnas, and required many laps, up and 
down to pack the snow.  



                                      

Brian found he had a hole in his down slipper inside, and most of the down was loose in 
the slipper and in his sleeping bag.  

         

He stitched it up and we both went back to sleep. Interesting to note that the wind went 
round to the south late yesterday evening, and as Brian predicted, the bad storms come 
in from the south. The black line of clouds, dutifully standing by for two days, finally took 
their cue. Brian noticed a good example of ganzfeld this morning. He mentioned a large 
pole some way from the tent. Since I was last out last night, he had not seen the wand I 
had put about five feet from the tent door, and took it to be about six feet high and 100' 
away10.  

He proposed a toast to the whirling storm  

                                                
10 this again illustrates the value of these light but sturdy pea-sticks which allow for marking short, crucial 
paths in a storm 



`to the playground of the rich, the garden park of Alaska, Mt McKinley',  then sang me a 
kind approximation of happy birthday. 

I hope Clarence is alright, quite an experience alone up there, and I hope that Seiler's 
party didn’t attempt the top yesterday evening since it was quite fine and this storm 
came in pretty quickly. I shall in future watch out for southerly winds here. Would have 
been a near fatal decision to head for the top yesterday evening, and have to bivouac 
up high hoping for better weather to make it back to the 17000' camp. A sobering 
thought also that in the Wilcox party, one of them died in his sleeping bag inside the tent 
because it was so viciously cold11. 

All day we have been having no radio reception until an hour ago 5.15 pm. We 
managed to get rid of that strange FM noise like a recalcitrant petrol engine, and are 
now trying to get Fairbanks. We can only just hear the oil riggers over the hiss of the 
drift and the flap of the tent, so I very much doubt if we can transmit very far. BUT.. 
AMAZING! We have got radio Fairbanks and are looking up Joe's home number. So 
unlike Scott Base. We are hooked up to the telephone system, and I suppose I could 
call NC!. We just got through to Joe Nava's home phone, but are having some difficulty. 
Have now lost our connection, but heard Clarence again trying - hope he is alright- he 
has lots to say but we cannot make out a word.  Sometimes poor comms is worse than 
no comms, but at least he is alive! 

It's a strange thing. We've been discussing why this storm doesn't seem real. Previously 
both of us have been vitally concerned with `getting places' on mountains or polar 
travel, and storms have thwarted progress as well as threatened life.  Now this one, 
since we are going to be on the mountain six weeks anyway, is more a nuisance than 
anything else. Plus I don’t get to crap, which upsets my metabolism.  

We just did the numbers and worked out my heart has beat almost a billion times since I 
was born. Some thoughts on heartbeat: if you watch a movie of a human heart, it 
manages the mechanistic miracle by a trick. It rests completely in between beats. Thus 
does a good climber climb, pause between steps.2.30 we are having supper. The wind 
has risen considerably. We found drift coming in our pee-hole which we cut in the 
groundsheet (Alpsport puts in a zip, but lets you cut the hole!). So we have closed it 
now. What a fragile tiny house in the face of such force. This only one thin sheet of 
nylon attached to an ice axe and a few ski poles. Old Von Bertalanffy was right when he 
said humans behave far less rationally in terms of need fulfillment than the average 
animal. 

                                                
11 The fated Wilcox expedition, two summers earlier, had resulted in the deaths, high on the mountain  of 
seven of their twelve-man team  



I forgot to record how depressed I was when awoken this morning. Had dreamed of 
women, mostly of Pat12, who seems to be my vision of the snows. Quite remarkable that 
Rob's wife was the girl in Pat's crew that got bitten by the snake. 

JUNE 5th  As Brian says, I'd hate to fight an animal with such stamina. This storm has 
now hammered for almost 36 hours and shows no sign of abating. Last night, or about 
6.0 amwe woke to find the lee tent wall bowed right down over our heads, in fact I was 
not sure what was happening when I couldn't move my head when I woke. We had 
been pushing back the wall, attempting to knock snow off it all day and most of the 
night. Now a bank had accumulated and the snow reached up to the center pole. 
Nothing for it but to kit up and dig. So I got into the duvet, overtrousers and storm parka 
and climbed out into it. I estimate the wind to be juggling between 20 50 knots and then 
when outside I thought 20-30 K. Very cold on the nose and cheeks despite my 
wolverine fur circlet, and I took a photo of the tent, bent to leeward. It really is a frail little 
thing, but seems to hold up. 

   

 

To crap or not to crap. But it didn’t seem time so I came back in and spent a half hour 
trying to get the snow carefully off my windproofs. Then I went back to sleep and dreamt 
I'd laid M along with some other guy in a motel near the swimming pool. But ineffective - 
and then I found myself on top of Mellizos trying to find an alternative way down, in this 
storm, and ejaculated on the peak! Crazier things happen at sea.  

Stomach is paining. I really need a crap, but will probably hang on until tomorrow if it's 
not abated by then! BAD SCENE. Same old story. Who'd have thought I'd place myself 
in this same situation again. But this is the price for tenting in the world's most hostile 

                                                
12 Pat was a close friend and instructor at the Outward Bound School at Fisherman's Point, NSW  
Australia 



regions. Keep thinking of Clarence and those others at 17000'. This is quite a storm 
even down here. 

It's amazing that one is able to sleep at all amongst all this din. Yet I've managed to get 
two good nights broken only once each. Brian hasn't done quite so well and has to read 
a fair bit. This tent is very noisy, and getting in and out is very tricky.  

   

 

But we are keeping our diurnal clock nicely regulated. We call night `pink time', since 
starting around 9 pm the light becomes very much less, though of course never dark.  

I was very suspicious of the flimsy looking rip-stop nylon, but it seems to be proof 
against the elements so far. This morning when I went out, the drift was really painful on 
my face though I warmed to it. Showed me that one could probably get out and dig if 
one had to. Of course we are in a wind tunnel here13. Clarence may not be getting as 
much.  

Brian kissed off his military draught-board. They told him to be in California June 2nd for 
a medical, and he said sorry he'd be on Mt McKinley. He's expecting a warrant out for 
his arrest when he returns, and that's why he wants to solo the mountain, since a) he 
makes it and goes to jail - the same probably if he goes back anyway, or b) he dies, 
which he'll probably do if he goes to Vietnam, though  perhaps he is unnecessarily 
pessimistic in view of Nixon's projected foreign policies. 

                                                
13 more recent expeditions dig substantial holes for their tents, building snow-block walls around them, 
something we should have done. 



There is no doubt that ? climbing is part of the adolescent seeking for functional 
autonomy, which process some men continue all their lives. For Brian, it is providing an 
identity, a legitimate outlet for his independence, which gains some acclaim. The trouble 
is society does not seek to harness this individuality though it always cries like it wants 
to. Society, business etc generally end up with the mediocre because they are not 
prepared to make the sacrifices necessary to gain the respect or the commitment of 
those individuals. Thus either the individualist knuckles down or goes his (or her) own 
way (frequently a compromise between the former and latter, and humankind suffers 
perhaps. On the other hand individualists make a contribution from without the norm to 
make being outside the norm passably respectable. Are climbers really deviants? Or do 
they epitomize a certain kind of special characteristic that humans are capable of i.e. to 
deliberately seek the opposite of homeostasis? If so, is it because of the need of man to 
predict and control - to consciously place himself in jeopardy according to some 
personality theorists? Or is it because of a basic need for stimulus variety, and because 
most of our endeavour is towards labour-saving and insurance against harm? The 
corresponding feeling of emptiness this produces in everyone  forces some to seek the 
opposite? 

5.30 pm really socked it to us. Blew an estimated 50knots while I lost my first game of 
chess and won at draughts! Now 6.30 wind has dropped to around 20k and we have 
been able to get some radio contact on the transceiver but not our AM/FM receiver. Odd 
how the evening seems to get us better comms.. Both nights now.  

10 pm the wind has dropped at last. B just went out to shovel snow off the tent, bring in 
books and more food, and have a shit. Coincidentally, above the drift, he was able to 
see blue sky and the West Buttress. Now v cold. wind dropped 5-10k and we are getting 
music on the radio. 

JUNE  6.  O Happy Day. I lay awake much of the night wondering which end of me 
would spit first. Brian's excellent tuna fish compotey was the hair that crossed the 
camel's arse. Dreamed, oddly enough of Barbara S. Finally realized that a crap was 
inevitable, and got up at nine to consummate the wish. If anything it was more 
unpleasant than I remembered. But the feeling afterwards was worth it, except I need 
another. 

Had a long discussion this morning  -since the storm is still blowing contrary to last 
night's lull - about freedom and the lot of youth and age. I of course feel very definite 
about all this (!).. the freedom to accept constraints is part of my life and Im sure a 
passport to some peace of mind. The commitment to accept a course of action, good or 
bad, is a concept which is the fruit of my ten years seeking. As in the military (in the 
older days when it was respectable) a decision once made had to be stuck by, and if 
history proved you wrong, too bad.  



I have so far been a visitor in many societies, and a member of none. 

The essential human condition is exploitation of many by few. This is as fundamental a 
principle as any in human behavioral study (c.f. Madras-Singapore)14. Perhaps as 
trainable as the fighting `instinct' - a pattern of learning - how much of these things are 
innate? Almost none. They are perpetuated thoughtlessly and ignorantly from 
generation to generation. 

Ashby says we are born with a programme. Von Bertalanffy says we are born with a 
programme which tells us how to programme. The rest is largely a function of our 
environment. I believe the latter. We are born with very little, and most of our progress is 
in terms of interaction with our context.  

My reason for `samephobia' ( i.e. distaste for constant dull routine)  is because, faced 
with the lessons of humanity from Shakespeare, Goethe and the Russian novelists, we 
must surely realize that man as we see him is not a homeostasis-seeking (deep-sleep 
seeking) organism, but is only a product of strife - born into a flux which he must 
organize - i.e. active not reactive - and a country which specifically, both in terms of 
time-path and geographical location, takes responsibility for its aim stated as security 
and happiness for ALL, has undoubtedly gone astray, unless we totally change the 
breed, which is perhaps what we are doing. We have done it with animals, perhaps we 
can do it with humans, strongly against their will, as we have with dogs, make them 
domesticated, into robots or broiler fowls, absolutely functional, all their needs catered 
for, but soul-destroyed! So America has had its chance. 

`It is provided in the nature of things that from any fruition of success, no matter what,, 
shall come forth something to make a greater struggle necessary" Is the trend of our 
society to domesticate mankind? See a swine. What does the epithet `pig' produce as 
an image? A fat gross disgusting picture, purely at the mercy of its urges. Once in New 
Zealand I came face to face with a wild boar. An agile, determined, formidable, 
fearsome animal with my total respect at that moment. 

American football, syndrome of the thin veneer of civilization: a breed specially for 
populations' diffusion of violence. A disgrace to progress, and an unconscious 
(perhaps?) lesson to all young men in the worship of brute force (and physical 
superiority). The red taut faces that scream `kill' in a sporting crowd are not so removed 
from the battlefield. `Spectatoritis'. The beauty of young America, so sadly being 

                                                
14 this a reference to  a 9 day voyage, deck passage, with 500 other deck passengers on the `State of 
Madras' from Madras (Chenai) to Singapore in 1964, where five of us, the only non-Asians on the trip, 
basically commandeered a spot on the deck, a salt water shower, and some shelter from the regular 
storms, requiring physical assertions at various points and inevitably a degree of preference from the 
crew over others. 



repressed by the old. Folk music, color of dress, calm pleasurable idiosyncracy without 
alarm, as in Peter, Paul & Mary, and Simon &Garfunkel. 

What a very unusual day!  Firstly we found that when we looked out, although the winds 
were high, we had good visibility above the drift. So we wandered our way up to the 
pass where we made excellent contact with Joe. Found that Clarence is sick and wants 
to be taken off as of June 5 night. The helicopters are NOT coming and all supplies will 
be by an airdrop - typical US Army, when they really can be useful, they fink out -.Wow! 
We estimated that the storm had thus not yet broken, and offered to go up to 14000' 
immediately there is any possibility of making it, since otherwise we'd wait for really 
good conditions and Don Sheldon (to take us up with all our gear). Clarence apparently 
has the runs. We arranged to call back tomorrow if the weather was at all reasonable. 
When we got back to the tent, Brian got out some pot, and though I politely refused, he 
proceeded to get stoned in the tent. I also found out that both he and Clarence had 
been wacked out before when they went up to the ridge to make contact on June 1. So 
Clarence must have been high when we started out on our rescue mission. Amazing. It 
seemed to do nothing much for Brian except make him more quick - more acute - and to 
some extent more independent, in a subtle way more confident perhaps. A little 
pathetic, sucking away at that weed with great deep draughts and holding it in your 
lungs - very strange spectacle- and I still don’t really see the point. I think I spoilt his 
high. 

JUNE 7 still socked in. It blew as bad as ever during the night, and no visibility at all yet. 

12.00am. Brian just went outside to dig out the tent. I think we had more snow on it than 
we ever had. He says visibility is down to about 100'and it's shitty outside. Estimate 
wind 30-40k. 

There are two times when I feel fulfilled. One is with a lovely girl, say Pat, or Angela in 
those early days, or Marsha, who perhaps loves me a little but not too much, and for 
whom I'm really extending myself, and life never seems so ecstatic, since everything is 
more so. The second is on something really hard, like Lieben15, Caucasus16, 
Frenchman's17 or Mellizos18. I think perhaps personally I know of no art form in which I 
can express myself more truthfully, than on a really hard, awesomely beautiful climb. 

                                                
15 the then `hardest climb' in Australia, on which Dave Witham and I did the second ascent. 
16 Caucasus Corner, which David W and I did the first ascent of, and which was graded the same as 
Lieben, though I never thought it should be, since I didn't find it as hard 
17 Frenchman's Cap, the so-called Eiger of the South on which, though unsuccessful,  we got higher than 
any previous attempt 
18 in the Cordillera Vilcabamba, first ascent of the N Face of which was the hardest ice climb I did with 
Bob McKerrow in 1968 



[Ed: the next cryptic notes take up a whole page, and illustrates the battle that had 
become our daily existence] 

Move Plans. 

Blue Tent: cache with note i)  to Don, please carry to human ravens ii) please leave iii) 
please get up to us: 

1 rope holding up 
1 axe 
1 K boots 
FM radio 
extra sl bag 
big radio 
3 air mattresses 
bucket 
1 pr down booties 
2 radio handsets 
 
To Go:  
2 pr snowshoes (1 black) 
2 personal packs 
crampons and axe apiece 
medic kit 
food (amount depends on message 
stove and 1 blazo can full 
pots, bowls, cups, eating irons, 
cardboard 
 
Wow! we just had an epic struggle up to the saddle to call Joe. He has heard nothing 
further from Clarence. We are to go up as soon as possible. Joe is sending three more 
climbers in as soon as he can to our level, or to 14k if the weather allows. He seems 
surprised we didn’t build a snowcave here. There is one apparently already dug a few 
hundred feet away, but probably would require digging out [if we could find it, which we 
never did (Ed)]. 
 
But anyway, the situation is that Clarence may be in a bad way up there, so as soon as 
possible, we are going up, but the weather shows no sign of relenting, in fact looking 
down to the South this evening during a clear period, it looks very forbidding, as though 
there is worse to come. In contrast, blue sky and warm-looking out over the col to the 
Peters Glacier. Remarkable! This huge mountain mass is stopping all the weather. I 
don't think we've seen the last of it, and I don't think we should start up until things look 
at least reasonable, since glancing up the slope towards 14000', it must be 
unconscionable up there, since you can add 20-40% for 4000' and we have scarcely 
seen Windy Corner for four days. We are of some use down here, fit etc.. To head up 
into the shit would only compound things if it's very bad up there and going to get worse. 
We might get stuck at 12000', and will have to carry very heavy loads. 
 



So, we are fit, though it was a sobering retreat through high winds from the saddle, and 
we found a small dead bird stuck, frozen stiff, in the snow just below the top of the ridge, 
one that didn’t make it, as Brian says, and are back with determination to go up to  

                          
14000', or if weather remains unchanged, dig a snowcave here. For the first time I think, 
I have become aware of the spot we are in, and size and difficulty of this heap of hill. 
While we are not quite as remote as we were on the south polar plateau, we are damn 
nearly. With the wind bashing and hammering at this little blue nylon tent which looks so 
skew-whiff from its beating - cities, warmth, women (pizzas to Brian) seem suddenly 
very far away. Peters Glacier seems like a sound retreat, and in 15 or so miles we 
would be down to firewood, though it is then a great distance out to humanity and 
dwellings, with bears etc. on the way. Moose weigh a ton and can be 8' high.  To go 
south is really pretty well out of the question, miles of glacier, then many more to 
Talkeetna. Wow! Standing up on the ridge, watching the snow plumes spiralling 
vertically upwards, the shriek of the wind, and kaleidoscopes of light and non-light was 
sobering. Now the wind for the first time is really howling round the tent as the arctic 
night sets in. 
 
JUNE  8th A bad, frightening night, and a bad day. The storm is much worse today. 
Only this remarkable, frail-looking tent between us and what could be a disaster. I am 
quite nervous, and I know Brian is. It is 7.00pm, and the wind seems if anything, to be 
rising. I went out for about 1 1/2 hours today to try to dig a snowcave, but it filled in 
almost as fast as I dug it, and I was very wet when I got back into the tent.  

If anything goes wrong, we will pack up and go over our already wanded route to the 
col, and pitch the little tent over the other side, hopefully out of the wind. Except I doubt 
we would make it over the col. The wind must be now near 70knots, and even 
yesterday it was almost impossible on the col. We'll see what happens tomorrow. 

 

JUNE 9th. The pressure eased miraculously, though only for a moment last night. Woke 
up at 1.0 am and found almost calm, but heavy drift all over the tent. So after a strange 
sleepy exchange, Brian woke up to the situation, having temporarily, sleepily rebelled, 
and did magnificent job of digging us out while I sat and froze in the tent. He came back 



in at 3.00 am where we had a brew of hot jello, and we slept until 12.00 am. when we 
found wind up again to 20-25 knots, drift and whiteout. Our sixth day of storm. It's going 
to be great just to have some peace from the damn wind. 

In future I'm going to recommend that expeds don’t camp right here in the exposed 
middle of the glacier where it is an hour's climb to good radio comms, and we are far too 
exposed. 

I'm tired of this storm. At 17000 it could even be a killer if it goes on much longer. We 
tried Radio Fairbanks and Radio Anchorage from the tent, but no good. If the weather is 
at all cooperative, we'll make it to the col this evening. Our arse has been on the line for 
five days now. Makes you appreciate things ahead and things behind and hate things 
present. Looking forward to seeing the others. 

Did Lionel Therray19 appreciate life? He seemed to throw it away in some sense. 
Nature's tendency to degrade the organized and destroy the meaningful. Nature will not 
rest until the conditions inside the tent are the same as those outside - inert- totally 
manipulated by nature, like that wretched bird on the summit of the pass. Our only 
hope, in Wiener20 terms, is to thrust up against the downslide of entropic forces, of 
course only temporarily, since the paths of glory…..  

JUNE 10th. [pencilled notes] 

Rough wind and cold. Suddenly, unbelievably, heard the plane! How he landed I don't 
know, left Hugh Owens and shot off without a word. Hugh fortunately had some food, 
but no stove, no prussiks. Within 2 hours the wind rose again, back to whiteout and 
survival conditions and a bad, cold night. The tent is finally too deep. Dug the snow 
cave, and pitched the second small red tent. 

JUNE 11th [again just very bare pencilled notes] 

Terrible day. dug a snowcave in appalling conds 
moved in 
really bad conditions 
Brian went back down to red tent 
got one-way => (Brian out) comms on small set 
got radio Fairbanks operator 
`we need food' 
spent night in snowcave 
v cold - my bag is wet 
 
JUNE 12th [again pencilled notes] 

                                                
19 one of our climbing `heroes', author of Conquistadors of the Useless' 
20 Norbert Weiner, author of `Cybernetics: the human use of human beings'. 



v cold 
woke to hear Brian outside digging us out 
had to dig for 12 mins before got the sno (sic) away 
had breakfast of last porridge oats 
fortunately can radio now since found spare battery pack in sno 
 
message to Joe  
we need i) food ii) everyone must come in with prussik loops21, iii) stove iv) blue 4-man 
tent has taken a hammering, may not stand another storm v) sl bag and more 
underclothing. 
we have had a hammering 
3 man snocave dug 
snocave has bettered morale 
could not get to 14 because stove, weather, unsure of route etc.  
how is C? 
 
Snocave living (still in pencil) 
too cold for ballpoint. The little cavern is cold but friendly. Think of M, that smile and soft 
hair, that jaunty walk. She's probably married John by now. 
 
This mountain is incredible - we have had to fight and dig every damn day for our lives. 
Ive just spent 2 1'2 gruelling hours heaving and grunting with shovel and bucket trying to 
clear our entrance. We have a pack shoved up there now and a couple of snow blocks. 

          
 
We get our water from sides and roof and piss under our lilos, and cook near the door. It 
is pretty cold. Hugh is reading Cooper's Creek. Brian is cooking spaghetti sauce mix. 
We are low on food. We are all agreed that this is a pretty messed-up operation, so 
much has relied on pure chance. And I thought this was going to be a safe expedition. 
The weather is usual McKinley stuff, wind 30-40k, and drift, though slightly more 

                                                
21 the ever-present dangers of crevasses on the glacier necessitate roped travel, and ready placed 
prussiks to aid in climbing out in event of an accident 



visibility now. We can see the tents. We are running out of food though things are by no 
means desperate because we have learned from Hugh a lot, a) that the Watkins party is 
half a mile up the glacier from us b) the Seiler party at either 14000 or 17000 have a 
cache (which by now is likely buried) c) we have radio d) we MUST be coming to the 
end of the bad weather  after TEN DAYS OF STORM.  
 
We are cheerful, but life seems unreal. We are fighting so hard much of the time to stay 
alive. It is flat lazy living in the horizontal with wild bursts of the vertical. Called Joe 
around 9.30. Told him we'd had a bad time etc. He sounded concerned we hadn't 
moved up to 14000'. I told him that we weren't intending to start up with our gear in the 
shape it is without some weather break. 
 
JUNE 13th (still in pencil)  Brian woke us with shovel sounds at 11.30 to a beautiful 
morning. Blue sky up through the entrance tunnel! So we're off perhaps! AFTER 
ELEVEN DAYS OF STORM. 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 



                       
 
                                            ADMIRING OUR FRONT PORCH 
 
 
 
 
[Ed: now the ballpoint pen comes back into use] 
 
Called Don Sheldon. He said, in effect, to walk. Sastrugi caused by the storm made it 
virtually impossible to land22, so walk it had to be. It was somehow sad to get out and 
survey the rather disastrous scene in the full light of day. A huge pit like a bomb crater 
with the blue tent at the bottom, sadly with the pole twisted in half and a large rip in the 
top, a sad and sober reminder of the storm.  

                                                
22 several feet of fresh snow would have required extensive snowshoe packing of the runway too, so it 
was a relief. 



   
       DIGGING FOR BURIED TREASURE IN REMAINS OF BLUE TENT  
 
 
We heard later that Brad Washburn was camped at Wanda Lake through the whole 
thing, and said he had never seen anything like it. By the time we had packed up, it was 
too late to start today, so we got Hugh to give us a knockout, went to sleep  at around 
5.30 pm after a huge meal, intending to start up with big loads around 2.00 am. The 
knockout didn’t work, and I ended up reading Asimov, when suddenly out of the dim 
arctic pink came voices, and Barney Seiler's party was on us, with an ebullient noisy 
Clarence on their way down the glacier. Seiler's cache was snowed over with a $400 
camera in it. They had not made the summit, avoided frostbite narrowly in the cave at 
17000'. It was a tribute to Barney's expert organization that they survived, eating 
sardine soup as one of them described. Clarence is unaccountably off for leave in 
Anchorage, can't really understand why (though he deserved it after his solitary 
confinement at 14,000'. 
 
So I started cooking, and at 3.30 pm left into the cold eliptical dawn. We snowshoed up 
past the extraordinary Watkins party crevasse camp, up to the first big climb to the 
shoulder which we made without crampons, but donned them for the icy exposed haul 
to the shitty cache where we found all sorts of goodies left by Gill Blynn's Denali 
Endeavor' in their conspicuous fire-engine tins. Fudge galore and Alice B Toklas 
brownies (!) and a delicious can of Alaska salmon. Within an hour we were passing the 
12000' camp with the half igloo and the pair of hose or net underwear so generously 
donated by the Seiler party.  



 
We FINALLY hit the sun for the first time just over Windy Gap, and the long plod up     

 
                       JL IN WINDY GAP APPROACHING 14,000 PLATEAU 
 
 
over crevasses, including Sheldon's nightmare23 to a 14000' camp humming with activity 
i) Rob very active 
ii) Wayne very careful, both landed by Sheldon as we came up 
iii) an abominably shoddy remains of a camp, filthy, one rotting tent from an expedition 
months past 
iv) a cache that was a total disgrace and took Wayne and I 2 1/2 hours of hard work to 
clear up    
v) John Houghton and Doc Eagan arrived with Sheldon again. Sheldon says cannot 
pick Hugh up24 
 
JUNE15th 
 
Cache at 10,200: stuff to get: 
i) fuel ii) blue tent iii) air mattress iv) Don Sheldon's jacket v) a little food vi) shovel vii 
sundries e.g. marker tape, elastoplast etc. 
 
Well, results of further IABFUs (Inept Arctic Bunglers) are that we are still without tents 
and Brian had to sleep outside last night, and UNBELIEVABLY, an airdrop came in this 
morning with several thousand dollars of equipment which was dropped from too high, 
and which, apart from landing all over the mountain - and some OVER the top - nearly 
decimated the very tents (see Annex 1). The Watkins party, mostly Colorado Outward 
Bounders were amazed and not a little alarmed. They are setting off today on a gamble 
while Brian and I go down to pick up Hugh, what a grind. We can see a storm coming 
up, and hurry very fast, making 10,200 contact with Hugh only 1 1/2 hours after leaving 
the 14000' camp. He is aware of the problem since he radioed Sheldon today and was 
told about the sastrugi, so he knows the score. We pack up and leave a small cache , 

                                                
23  the long slope on which his plane would have to land and take off again at this altitude 
24 left with the small tent  and dug out supplies at 10'000 expecting air transportation to 14000 



have a meal on the remaining K-rations, and head off up, each carrying between 60-70 
lbs.  
 
N.B. Hugh seems unaccountably cold, even while climbing with heavy loads.  
 
As we got up onto the ice shoulder the wind hit us, and we found that Hugh had no 
crampons. He slipped and fell finally. Fortunately I had a few inches of spike between 
us all and the Peters Glacier. At this point we again became aware of the mountain, 
Denali, storm clouds gathering over Foraker and over Windy Gap made us really 
wonder if we would make it. We had not enough food to return. We had to go on, and 
although I gave Hugh my crampons, he still went dreadfully slowly, and threatened in a 
subtle way to finish us all. When we got to the first cache however, it seemed that the 
mountain was merciful. Blue sky again over Windy Corner and almost no wind over that 
dreadfully exposed section before it. We ate some candy and continued, painfully slowly 
despite the urgency and despite the fact that Brian had taken large wads of Hugh's 
gear. 

                
 
From Windy Corner it was peristaltic and best forgotten. I tried to take Hugh's pack but it 
wasn't like a karrimor and wouldn't fit on mine. We argued and got angry and I slithered 
and slipped on the ice without crampons. A bad time. Hugh did a pseudo collapse on 
reaching the tents, and I kicked him to his feet and Brian got him in bed. 
 
JUNE16th  Woke early to whiteout and snow. We only just made it in 7 1/2 hours 
roundtrip. NOT BAD. I cooked breakfast outside in the snow for a battleworn Brian  and 
vociferous Hugh, then got to helping Doc Eagan inside his contraption. He is an 
amazing man. He wandered around yesterday morning with no shirt on in blistering heat 
and agreed to put shirt on to our entreaties, but one really felt the sun must have left 
him alone out of respect. He made a miraculous structure out of bits of the Versadome, 
when I was strongly critical of the method. It now looks thoroughly sound. Here he is at 
work in the `Denali Hilton' (sign barely visible title among the drying socks). 
 



   
 
               DOC EAGAN   …………………..IN THE DENALI `HILTON' 
 
The guy is a natural leader, and he gets really committed. Those K-ration tins over the 
ends of the uprights! Canadian ingenuity25.  He has little time for Clarence and has stuck 
his neck out to Nava requesting firmly that he is not wanted back on the mountain. 
However Clarence is upward bound and will be here shortly to darken our horizon! 
 
Wayne is quiet, delightful and with great sense of responsibility and great will power. 
Despite a fairly poor acclimatization, he has worked as hard as any, not failing to be 
authoritative, even over Eagan. He is respected, and competent, and damned unselfish. 
John Houghton is , an unknown quantity, strikes me as a meteorologist without a storm. 
I'm not sure about him. Most of all I have noticed is his dependency and greymanship in 
being moved by circumstances e.g. cooking etc. not a `mover'? 
Hugh is friendly and cacophonous, now a little sharp to me after yesterday - still nursing 
something-.. Rob is delightful, nearly got in a good digger punch-up with Sheldon when 
Don whistled at him to hurry down at 7000', and came up here and worked himself to 
the bone, as maybe he is used to (?) or is it a compulsion, since we all think he is so fit - 
well he cracked up first, vomiting the first day, and then swallowed some gasoline 
mistaken for water, so his pride is hurt, though I think he'll get over it, determined to 
prove himself the strongest etc. yet he was the first to have a physical problem… 
 
Brian is youthful, very strong, very dignified, an excellent expedition man from all views. 
Tough when necessary, very stubborn, he is nevertheless  an excellent ropemate and 
tent companion . I wish Clarence was not coming back. It is snowing again.  The 
Watkins crew is still on the mountain. We have food to burn. This is a beautiful spot, 
wild though lovely, and I'm making almost $30 per day.  
                                                
25 most of the equipment supposed to be airdropped for the 14000' lab was sprayed all over the mountain, 
so we had to make do however we could.  



 
Eagan brought mail saying  i) my favorite prof Drewes gave me an A which more than 
makes up for bloody Leventhal ii) NAS has offered me an award for my research, and 
Kathy sent me a balloon for my birthday. 
 
JUNE 17th.  Rudely awoken by Doc Eagan at 7.30 for a pulse-take before the sun 
comes up is not my idea of science, and result was I got short on sleep and felt it all 
day. My pulse was 44. I felt very fit, and in fact, at present, am fittest of the bunch. Hugh 
presented us with two urine bottles each, for a 24 hr sample. This morning John 
Houghton went down with the dreaded high altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE). Counter 
to my earlier judgment, I learned that when Brian and I were down to accompany Hugh 
up, to 14,000, John was all over the mountain collecting airdrop stuff.  His face lacked 
lustre. He had a horrible dry cough, amazing increased respiratory and cardiac rate with 
increased shoulder movements and upper chest  like an asthmatic, using the last bit of 
lungs available, with rales audible through a stethoscope, though barely to the naked 
ear.    
 
 

            

  JOHN HOUGHTON ON OXYGEN 

We shot over to the cache and got the oxygen, and within minutes he was hooked up. 
Just over 2 liters per minute seemed adequate, and by the end of the day he was able 
to sit up and talk. Very interesting to watch the dreaded disease clinically with access to 
the doctor's diagnosis, and sort of a working view of the whole thing. The speed with 
which John became seriously incapacitated compared with the speed of recovery on 
oxygen shows the force of the condition. 

Whiteout makes for no Don Sheldon. I had to ask Wayne to cut the dags out of my arse, 
first time ever. Wayne and myself and others I think have sore mouths. Brian dug 



through to the snowcave26 and I met him desultorily, rather like digging through to 
trapped miners.  

A quiet, business-like atmosphere this morning, with John still on oxygen, Doc Eagan 
strapping electrodes to Rob, and scientific monitoring continuing. This atmosphere gave 
way to some despondency last night with people not really with direction. The Watkins 
party are eagerly awaited, and it is as though the programme needs impetus. The 
snowcave is melting through determination of Americans to get warm. 

JUNE18th 

Woke to the pulse-man again, mine was 47 this morning. Stomp the runway in a really 
fine morning, to avoid Sheldon doing his usual prima donna tricks27, having us all on 
edge to get John Houghton off the mountain. Breakfast in a fine morning. But the 
weather began to deteriorate after we heard Sheldon circling the cwm, so we hauled 
John out on an akja, while he circled the plane for about half an hour.  

      

SHELDON ARRIVES              DRAGGING JOHN OUT …. WAIT, HOLD EVERYTHING! 

Brian and I suddenly saw figures at 16,500, about to start down the fixed ropes  from 
the ridge above us. `The Watkins party are on the way down' alerted everyone, and we 

                                                
26 I think this was inside the lab tent 
27 he would land uphill, and if the runway was not well stomped, he would come to a halt halfway, then we 
would have to get behind the wings and push the plane all the way to the top end of the airstrip so he had 
enough room to take off, while he yelled imprecatory encouragement from the cockpit. 



watched for a while, then  noticed that there were only two. Brian began to speculate, 
and I took the `mature', hopeful view, but they were moving extraordinarily fast, and 
then as we began to push Sheldon around for his takeoff, I noticed one figure stumbling 
and falling, getting up and trying to run again from the foot of the ice face.  I walked 
towards him, and clearly heard him shout `don't let Sheldon take off!'. So we waited, 
and Peter Osland came up with the news that Cole had HAPE at the 17,000 cave and 
they badly needed oxygen. Clarence who had just arrived, loudly announced that there 
was plenty of oxygen in the cache up there, but Peter  and the young Japanese climber 
from the OB Colorado group, Art, both looked tired, and gave a rather frightening 
account of the symptoms. Evidently, Bob Watkins and three others had started for the 
summit, leaving Pete and Gary Cole behind, since Cole had slight altitude sickness, and 
Peter was his close friend. That night, the 17th, the four bivouacked unexpectedly 
above Denali Pass. When they got back, they found Cole unconscious and already in 
advanced state of HAPE. He had fallen out of his sleeping bag, vomited etc. in the 
night, and it been very difficult for Peter to handle alone. He could take nothing by 
mouth, though had been given some diaretics and a rectal suppository, and was 
injected by Bob the paramedic as soon as he got back. 

They found an oxygen bottle, blue, 2000 litre outside on the snow, and brought it in and 
improvised  a mask and gave it to him. With this and the injections, he appeared to 
improve considerably, and even spoke twice. Peter and Art then left for here. 

We were now faced with difficult decisions. Should we carry our remaining oxygen (only 
about four hours-worth)  weighing about 100lbs, up very slowly through the deep snow 
and then up the ice wall, or should we travel light and fast, banking on finding oxygen in 
the cache at 17000, while raidioing for Hueys to come in and get him off, or at least we 
bring him down to 14,000 (difficult)  and THEN the Huey takes him off? We decided on 
the race to the cache. Brian and I loaded up with drugs, a mask and adaptor, and set off 
up the excruciatingly deep snow above our camp to the foot of the ice wall. The trip took 
us about 4 1/2 to 5 hours up. The fixed ropes on the wall helped, but the ridge was a 
steep fight into the wind. Finally we rounded onto the small, dirty, refuse-strewn plateau. 
A more uninspiring place  in the mountains I have seldom ever seen. A shout among 
the shit raised an answer, and one of their team came out and asked us if we had any 
oxygen. We went into this dingy, dark, sooty snowcave, smelled the vomit, and heard 
the gasping. It was macabre, like a living, dying tomb. Henry was up beside Cole, 
massaging his chest with each breath, and it was obvious the man had not long to live. 
We went out to the cache location, and began to dig furiously.  

We dug out, it seemed the whole cache! Perhaps actually half, but with steadily 
increasing headaches, and found only one small oxygen cylinder, which, even though 
they blew it to him at about 8 pm, did absolutely no good. Unaccountably, and for the 
most frustrating occurrence of the evening was that we thought we heard a heli buzzing 



around us above the wind and whiteout - I thought I may have confused it with the wind 
flapping in my parka, and it had to be a brave pilot, because he must have been blown 
all over the sky..   

Meanwhile it was impossible for us to get radio comms down to 14000 even though I 
could hear Wayne talking to Rescue Control, who were going to send Sheldon and a 
Huey back up again in the morning. I could actually, during a break in the cloud, see 
Wayne sitting, a tiny dot above the tents, yet could not raise him, nor either Fairbanks or 
Anchorage. 

On return, somewhat exhausted, to the snowcave, a sort of beaten atmosphere 
prevailed. I decided against their suggestion that we should stay the night (it was 
already 12 am, and in the absence of radio comms, reckoned that the best we could do 
was to get speedily down to good radio, and radio the urgency of the need for an 
oxygen drop all over the 17000 plateau in the hope of getting him perked up enough to 
stand the trip down to 14000. We offered to start moving him down immediately, but 
Bob said to move him would kill him. I stated the obvious converse, but they still didn’t 
want to move him. So, with Brian very tired and dubious as to whether he could make it, 
we started back down into the stinking ridge wind. 

I must confess that uppermost in my mind was to get away from that deathy spot. It 
would have been utterly fruitless to have stayed up there28. We were undoubtedly more 
use conveying the new urgency. But I was really glad to leave. 

The ridge was constant fight. I lost a down mitten culpably while trying to arrange our 
prussiks for the fixed rope descent. I started to belay Brian down all the way until I saw 
he was still competent (he fell, but his prussik caught him) and we got off the fixed rope 
after about 1 1/4 hours.  This left a stumbling itinerary in the whiteout all over the cwm, 
and I fell all the way to my pack into a slot, but we got back about 2.00 am despite the 
difficulties. 

It was about this time that everyone at 14000 was finally sleeping, Wayne with the radio 
phone on `receive' just above his ear, Peter and Art in separate tents, Clarence in our 
tent, and Hugh, Doc and Bob in the `Hilton'. We woke them all up, got onto Rescue, and 
told them that Cole would not last the night without oxygen. Meanwhile the clouds still 
tore into fragments continually along the sharp teeth of the ridge, and although we 
looked for figures up there on the edge of the high plateau at 17000, we saw none. It 
was strange, gazing into the grey cloud and occasional granite, thinking there's a 

                                                
28 Brian and I were both feeling the effects of altitude ourselves from the efforts we had made, and it 
would simply have compounded the Colorado expedition's problems to have another HAPE case on their 
hands. 



wretched (young) man gasping his life out up there, all for lack of oxygen and injectable 
drugs.  

Finally the Rescue people (Army/Airforce) organized a helicopter with drugs, a Stokes 
litter, oxygen and a radio scheduled to leave Anchorage at 5.0 am. This was in all our 
minds too late. Wayne felt sure there was more than mere pulmonary odema in the 
balance. (Ed:  I've left out some of the rather speculative contemporaneous discussion 
on the symptoms and the condition Gary Cole was in, since it is distressing to read, and 
brings nothing of value to the story). So finally, very upset and exhausted, I joined Brian 
and sacked out). 

JUNE 19th 

At about 9.00 am I woke up to the sound of the chopper overhead. I shouted out of the 
tent to Wayne, who came in blinking in the ochre twilight, and told me that they had just 
received the news from Peter, who had made the trip up with Art, and back again alone 
in six hours, that Gary Cole had died at about 2.00 am, almost immediately after we left. 

Actually I remembered a stop in breathing as they moved him just as we were leaving, 
but they got him going again with artificial respiration until 1.20 am when they realized 
that to do any more was to no avail, and sapping their own energy. 

I went back to sleep until 2.00pm when I woke, feeling partly refreshed, and went 
outside to see four figures coming down slowly to the snowfield below the icewall as 
Wayne walked out to meet them.  

         



They came in quietly, impassive, tactful, but obviously very shaken, Peter most of all, as 
Gary Cole's close friend, who had already been in touch with the outside world in early 
contacts about funeral arrangements. We brought them all in for a brew, then sat down 
to discuss the whole thing (sympathetically) for hours. 

                 

Meanwhile, occasional planes droned overhead, exactly why I don’t know, or maybe I 
remember them wrong. We listened to Nixon talking about withdrawing from Vietnam. 
We talked about this, and that, maintaining a superficial calm. Doc Eagan presented 
very carefully the choice to Bob Watkins as expedition leader, and to each member, as 
to whether to continue testing or not, and apart from Peter, who first wanted to be flown 
out to be present at the funeral with a sunburnt nose, but finally decided to stay, they 
unanimously agreed to carry on with the program. 

Colin's wife at present wants him to be buried at 17000, as Clarence says, with the 
largest natural granite headstone in the world. He, Brian and I are to go up to bury him 
tomorrow subject to weather, Mrs Cole's final decision, and Park Service approval. I 
went to bed late and curious after a long discussion on marriage. 

JUNE 20th 

Woke very late, around 10.30 to the sound of a hand centrifuge being whirled  and 
science in progress. I stayed in the sac listening to the wind and writing up this diary. 
Brian has a head cold. I am not relishing going back up to 17000, though it may give us 
a good chance to climb the peak. 

I have no love for this mountain. It is (at least the West Ridge) a wild and lonely garbage 
heap - a testament to fruitlessness of man's efforts - everywhere are discarded 
garments and equipment, and everywhere those little brown heaps of excrement, 



getting smaller as you go higher29. Success and failure? Who cares? Everyone coming 
down off Denali is escaping from something or somewhere. 

Now we have to go up there and bury someone we don’t know. Mostly I don’t want to 
go. That 17000 camp scares me. How will we get clean water amongst all that 
garbage? And above all, what of the weather socks in and altitude gets one of us. I 
would crawl down to 14000 in midwinter storms I think, as long as I had breath. I don’t 
really care now whether I stand on the summit or not, right now at least (!). 

JUNE 21st  

Iffy weather and a bad start to the day. I argued with Brian. Doc Eagan snapped at Rob 
and so did Wayne. We were all on edge. Everyone wants to make the summit, and 
nobody really feels the work we are doing at present significant enough. This afternoon 
we had an honest discussion about our aims. It seems there are numerous ways to go 
to the top a) without permission in violation of Park Service rules - irresponsible - might 
wreck IAB   b) with one of the expeditions (e.g. Japanese) as `observers'   c) as our own 
team for data, and d) on our own at the end of the expedition. All are dubious 
alternatives, and it would be extremely selfish to go for the summit this trip, since Rob, 
Clarence and I are going up to bury Cole tomorrow. I think I may have to miss out on my 
third big M30 dammit, after all this effort. We should be allowed to make it. Plans to climb 
the Rooster's Comb - a first ascent of some difficulty - may be in the offing too. 

 

JUNE 22nd  

Almost too cold to write. We left 14000 at 9.30, took 4 3/4 hrs to get up to 17000 and of 
course the first thing to do was to bury Gary Cole respectfully. 

It was somewhat startling to walk into that erstwhile dingy icecave, now clear blue in the 
filtered sunlight, and see the Eddy Bauer sleeping bag with the figure in it. The roof of 
the cave looked shallow, and the Watkins party had warned us that they had tried to 
raise it, but had stopped for the fear of breaking through to the surface. An iceaxe shaft 
though, going straight up, showed at least two feet, reminiscent of our rabbithole at 
14000'm where I dug and it showed blue, but was still many feet below the surface. You 
really need headroom in a cave. Every movement counts. A touch of head or balaclava 
on the roof sends dozens of tiny crystals down your neck or onto your bag. 

                                                
29 most memorable were the rows in Windy Gap of what looked like chocolate dessert in champagne 
glasses, caused by the wind erosion around the melting process 
30 The first was Macha Puchare in Nepal, the ascent of which I had planned with Jimmy Roberts in 1964, 
but for which permission was finally not granted, and the second Mt Murchison in Victoria Land, 
Antarctica, from which we had to end our expedition early due to an accident to one of our team. 



 

I felt extremely detached during this whole episode. Hardly even the least emotional, 
except, strangely, just as we threw the first shovelfuls of snow on top of him.I felt like 
crying, but more for the pathos in the situation than for the man whom I had hardly ever 
met. 

In fact when I looked at how he was in the bag, there was just a shirt over his face (he 
died when it was quite dark) and his head and shoulders were out of the bag. There 
was, surprisingly, some odour and some dark vomit near the head, and he was not all 
that stiff, though very heavy, reminiscent of my Grandfather and that long funeral carry. 
The others stood away while I heaved at his body to get him more deeply into the bag, 
and I didn’t ask them to help. I got a look at his face, stubble-bearded, mouth open and 
eyes fortunately closed, hardly recognizable as the smiling young climber at 14000'. The 
cave, fortunately again, was not the ghastly dark tomb of that first time. The smell was 
now gone, except faintly around his head. The whole cave was bathed in a faint blue, 
clear light. 

Finally I got the drawstrings tight, and the whole scene looked presentable. 

                   

      GARY COLE'S DEATHBED 

We had a tough time getting him out of the narrow entrance. His head would 
unaccountably bend at the neck. Being so cold I would have expected him to be stiffer. 
(Wayne says rigor mortis relaxes after a time). Finally we got him onto the Akja, pulled 
him with two ice axes -and got some photos - to the grave we dug previously as deep 
as we could, though to my mind, too close to the cache. We took several photos, then 
lowered him in, carefully making sure he was as far as possible down in the narrow 
grave,.rather than stomp on him, which was the obvious inclination. I got down on 



hands and knees and pushed , feeling his stiff shoulders and wooden hands under the 
bag.  

(Ed: as I remember this event today, which had a great effect on all of us, we, 
collectively, offered our overwhelming respect for a fellow pilgrim on a mountain 
journey, someone taken in the prime of life, from a young family, and we treated him 
accordingly). 

    

We stood back, and Rob said the `Lord's Prayer'. We built a cairn of rocks over the 
covered grave. We found a broken ice axe and put the two halves on his headstone. I 
was a bit dubious about the taste of that at the  time. 

                    

By now it was fairly late, so we turned around, under perfect skies, went back and had a 
good meal, salami, sweet corn, green peppers, vienna sausage and instant breakfasts. I 



think the whole thing was rather indigestible. We were psychologically disturbed 
because we had slept very little. 

JUNE 23rd 

THE NORTH PEAK WAS EVENTUALLY TO COST ME $28. JOE NAVA DOCKED ME 
A DAYS PAY FOR IT! 

All of us found ourselves awake at around 2.00 am, so we sort of immediately came to 
the conclusion that the weather being fine, we should avail ourselves of the opportunity. 
The main summit seemed ethically out after our conversation of the previous evening, 
but we knew Clarence wanted the North Summit, and it seemed quite sensible to make 
an attempt at this, then use Institute time to go for the main peak legally sometime later. 
This satisfied our moral conscience, at the same time getting the third highest peak in N 
America - a peak that has rarely been climbed. 

We started out at around 4.00 am, trudging in a pure morning with almost no wind, 
across the ablations, and up the flagged ablations to Denali Pass. This is a considerably 
thoughtful traverse, much more exposed than it looks, and some of it quite hard snow. I 
led out, and chose a slightly lower line, to bring us out on the northern end of the Pass. 
The flags led high, and then turned up the northern ridge leading up the normal (main 
summit)  route to Archdeacon's Tower. The huge sastrugi and rugged basalt of the Pass 
looked and suggested death in the balmy morning light, for here, at the same time as 
we were touched by the amber rays of a pale sun, Clarence reminded us of the seven31, 
and some tattered remains from our airdrop sit on the col as a definite symbol of human 
error. `M' for McKInley, `M' for mortality. 

We stopped briefly to put on goggles and survey the route up the black peak to the NW.   
My feet were cold and very painful. We decided to sidle the peak, heading out onto a 
saddle on the ridge. Some steep snow and rotten rock for 1000' gained us the saddle. I 
cursed at Rob for going so slow, he stopped continually, is not very experienced with 
crampons, and he seemed mortally hurt that I said anything, he is so sensitive (and I'm 
so damn blunt) Brian says he is like an English racing bike, built excellently and 
extremely efficient as long as everything works (but very thin tires). (Ed: These kind of 
judgments seem so arbitrary and heartless when viewed later, but are an accurate, if 
not very flattering illustration of human frailty at the time, both in the observer as well as 
the observed). 

We left some kind of marker on the ridge at our entry point, and started up over until we 
could see the long gentle slope, with again enormous sastrugi, ending in the ugly hump 
which is the North Summit. 

                                                
31 those who had died up here from the Wilcox expedition two years earlier 



                                   

It seemed to take ages. Clarence had quasi-wisely left his pack at Denali Pass, and yet 
we seemed to go slower and slower. Finally we sat down at the base of the final peak, 
and Rob and I were persuaded to also part with our rucsacs, and we plodded up 
laboriously to the top. A short summit ridge looking straight down the famed 
Wickersham Wall, and on the apex a small stake. A few cold photos, this one looking 
straight down the Wickersham . 

                    



 

I didn’t much like the weather, so fairly shortly after looking over and photographing the 
main summit between clouds , we started laboriously down. By now I had a good sound 
headache, sort of throbbing pulse, tired, afraid of catching crampons. We made it down 
to the packs, and didn't want to go on! I have seldom felt so lethargic on a mountain. 
Rob was beginning to feel sick, and when we got back to the ridge, and he tried to be 
sick and couldn't, I led down the rocky face.  

 

                         

   ROB DESCENDING FROM NORTH PEAK 

We made good time, and got back to Denali Pass in a growing wind. We were leary of 
the bit down from the Pass. It is steep, and there were fixed ropes on the upper 
approaches. Several people have fallen and got injured in this stretch, so we took great 
care and made it down with no incidents. We got back after 8 hours at 12.00 and no 
part was more exhausting than the last little bit up to the snowcave. We felt like not 
much! 

Rob apparently very exhausted, crawled straight into his bag despite avowing all the 
time he was alright. We were of course conscious that a man had died a few days 
before in that very place. Clarence and I made bacon and egg and instant breakfasts 
while the weather socked in. Amazing we only just got back in time..The snow falling 
heavily and whiteout, so what better to do but sack out after a yodel down into the mist 
as a feeble attempt at an alibi since no one could hear us. We slept well, and woke six 
hours later to fill in the cache, pack up, and shoot on down.  



The soft snow made the ridge somewhat difficult, and the fixed ropes had to be pulled 
out of the 6" of fresh snow lying loosely on the icewall. A shout through the gloom 
alerted the versadome `Hilton', and a hot brew awaited us when we got down. We told 
no one of our climb. 

[My log here shows an insert of some further rough notes on the death of the 
Outward Bound climber, with additional relevant information on results32 of tests 
done on all of us before the start of the our climb. My notes said: people are 
going to die because of some particular combination of circumstances whatever 
precautions are taken. Medical information suggested that both Cole and 
Houghton were noticeably deviant in some ways in their `oxygen pulse' i.e. the 
amount of oxygen extracted per heartbeat, very low for both. Cole had the highest 
heartbeat for the lowest amount of work. We know as much about this dead 
climber as has ever been known before about the climber's adjustment to 
altitude. These two men, John Houghton and Gary Cole were different from the 
rest (Ed: if only we could have utilized this knowledge in some way to prevent 
both their unfortunate succumbing to the effects). Houghton is still in the 
hospital.  

This project is supported by the Department of Defense. Project THEMIS is 
conceived to help universities in research projects of human ecology, man and 
his environment, (but surely with utility to the military). The IAB won the grant out 
of some 400 that applied. Subjects are putting themselves through cold, heat, 
radiation, malnutrition and strain, even death, voluntarily! (For minimal financial 
reward.) The physiological changes are measured, and last year's data showed 
the variability in human acclimatization and adaptability, but in conditions where 
it should occur as a matter of life or death e.g. on McKinley, it does not always 
work as it should. Relative overwork and under-nutrition may interfere with 
acclimatization. Everyone lost weight last year, and no one increased in blood 
oxygen (hemoglobin), so this year we are recording electro-cardiograms while 
climbing, so we have the data on tape.] 

JUNE 24th. 

A lazy day, sort of a rest. Tom Frost and party, with his wife Dorene, also Ed Nestor with 
his wife Joan33, and two sixteen year old boys, John Waterman (a nephew of Dr 
Morrison) and David Troe, with Brad Snyder rounding out the team. Tom was telling us 
about Chouinards where he works, and a new climb in the Logan Range in Canada 
(Lotus Flower Tower)  on the back of the new Chouinard catalog. So it was a rest day 

                                                
32 See Annex 2 
33 These two (Dorene, Joan) were the 8th and 9th women (respectively)  to climb the mountain 



except for the obligatory runway tramp. I note that the barometer jumped tonight after 
being steady, and the temperature spiked up too.  

JUNE 25th 

Bad day, quite a bit warmer 5 degrees C up from the day before. A day of poor morale 
(brought back memories of low pressure warm days at altitude in Peru  in which I felt 
the same way, and noted it). Wayne was ready to go, the warm sugary snow making it 
very dubious, and even some whiteout.  Incredibly we heard Sheldon. Hugh heard him 
first. We were in the middle of an acute discussion on Vietnam, getting rather ugly since 
even Wayne is getting sharp, deteriorating somewhat, and glad to be going I think.  

Anyway, we got out and stomped the runway, and Sheldon landed, and pushing him up 
and round was extremely hard work, in fact Sheldon himself got out and stomped once 
the whole length of the runway. Wayne looked frightened. We pushed that damn yellow 
Supercub like hell and high water, by the wing struts with Sheldon shouting `mind the 
prop' and `jiggle the piss out of her' when she got stuck. Finally he took off alone, 
roaring down in clouds of blown snow, with us so afraid that if he didn’t make it and 
aborted takeoff, we might have to push him all the way back up. But he took off, did one 
circle and came in for a landing over the Frost tents and almost blew it, lurched up in the 
air and cut away to a mis-approach, searing us all, especially the Frost expedition, but 
he finally, and with true artistry, showing his real colours or whatever, with Clarence 
saying he might have been suffering from altitude, came in to a perfect landing, then hit 
a drift and slewed around ending up at an odd angle. I wish I'd had a camera handy, but 
Don himself jumped out and wanted to take a photo. Evidently he always does this.  
Then Wayne got in having let Don take a picture with his camera, and we started to 
push him off. Well, I lost my snowshoe, and the plane slewed sideways again and tail 
caught me behind the knees, and sank me to the ground. I lay there, the plane stopped. 
Clarence yelled, I yelled, it was a bad scene. I was very seriously pissed off. All of a 
sudden I felt all our weaknesses. Don shouted `are you alright, Im sorry !', and I cursed 
back, and the mountain looked so beautiful, and humans so vile. I wanted to get away 
alone somewhere in the ice and blown snow, feel the heart and lungs singing fiercely on 
the climb. But it passed. After all, one needs people to climb with, and we went back 
down to the camp with Dr Keizo Shiraki, the newcomer. 

Morale seemed particularly low, so we went off to start building a snowcave over by the 
cache to put all the stuff from the camp into when we leave. It seems now there is little 
hope of legally reaching the main (Southern) summit, so ingenuity is perhaps needed. It 
seems that IAB has promised the park that noone will go to the top, except they start 
from outside the park, and Morrison seems against any kind of scientific assault. If I get 
to 17,000' again, I think I will just go, and damn them! We are all looking forward to 
getting off now. I have very sore hips, and am not feeling so hot, and we are all worried 



about how our time will be spent when we get back to Fairbanks, i.e. how the hell they 
will fill in the ten weeks I don’t know.  But I suppose one good storm in a few days 
should fill in time. So far as I'm concerned, the time I spend on the mountain is money in 
the bank, and not money spent on bed and board in Fairbanks. 

Thus, perhaps, if Doc Eagan is right, and we do accumulate comp time for weekends, it 
might be worthwhile to make a summit attempt from 7000' at the end. This idea had two 
advantages i) it was legal, and ii) it would save money back in Fairbanks especially if we 
can get our off-flight delayed so that it doesn't cost more. 

JUNE 26th 

I woke before all the rest to the hot dripping roof of the tent, getting out to see a tired 
and painful-looking Keizo, and then the slow awakening of everyone. The barometer 
has been steadily rising for four days. Brian comes in and says `Who's got a telefoto 
lens? All seven of Frost's party are on the icewall. 

[Ed: here I make  psychological comments to myself in my log]  

How many times do we change our crowd? Butcher/baker, candlestick maker. We work 
within roles, moving because we feel obligated to act in this or that way consistent with 
our perceived roles, or else the crowd says `What's wrong with John?' But this needs a 
broad base, a wholesome ego, and intellectual stability to explore with, as a strong body 
is necessary for geographical exploration. Psychology needs to be intuitive. No 
mechanistic hack can really break the bonds with which 20th century psychology has 
willingly hamstrung itself. 

Knowledge exists in two ways, libraries and living beings.  Men voluntarily putting 
themselves under stringencies to which they could not be driven 

[Ed: here the narrative continues]   

Another rescue tonight. We saw three figures descending the fixed ropes, the middle 
one collapsing often. Subsequently, Rob, Brian and Hugh dragged the Akja to meet the 
group, and brought John Waterman34 down in the sled escorted by Brad Snyder and 
Tom Frost. 

                                                
34 He was to develop a significant reputation as a climber, though was to die a few years later during a 
solo attempt on McKinley. His father Guy Waterman, well known climber, author and Presidential 
speechwriter, committed suicide aged 67 on Mt Lafayette, New Hampshire.  



                 

            BRINGING JOHN WATERMAN DOWN TO 14,000' CAMP  

 

2 pm The Japanese expedition have just arrived, strong, smiling little folks carrying 
huge loads with really magnificent, colourful equipment. Amazing how morale shoots up 
to see another expedition, and how they themselves get when they arrive, dump sacs, 
ease strained backs, and smile at admiring strangers. It is a great godsend to have 
Shiraki here. The relief, and surprise to hear Japanese from us is most marked. A true 
courtesy35. 

McKinley is named after a president who never did very much. Four sourdoughs 
claimed to have been the first up in 191036.  

JUNE 27th 

Slept late, fortunately, as proved later. Naturally enough, where there is a will there is a 
way. Woke hot on the top bunk in the Hilton as usual, forced out of my bag (by the sun 
and the cooking stove smell) like a snake flushed out of a hole. 

[Ed: all the following was written in the very cold ice-cave at 17000' on the 30th] 

The first to move were the Japanese, slowly, all five of them, with what looked to me like 
medium heavy loads, heading up to the seventeen thousand foot camp. While I had a 
crap, Tom and Brad passed, also heading up. Our discussion the night before had 
yielded the suggestion that myself/Doc/Clarence/Hugh should go up to 17000' to 
change the tapes in the recorders that the Japanese had strapped to them. We would 
see how Hugh went at higher altitude, and let Doc at least make 17000'. His rib was 
                                                
35 This Japanese expedition was one of our cooperating group as part of the THEMIS research project. 
36 This account is now in some doubt, and in any case only involved the lower (North) of the two summits 



hurting him, but we finally overcame the reasons why we shouldn't go. We started up 
the now familiar soft snow. Hugh and Clarence set off at the usual abominable pace of 
the non-mountaineer (Hugh in the lead). Doc and I caught them up by the time they 
were over the first schrund where both had sat down for the inevitable breather. Why 
won't people like Hugh LEARN? He is like a nervous puppy, always making the same 
mistakes, flopping around like a thousand Walter Mittys, dreaming of the summit, a hot 
bath, and cool this, hot that, and seems a total liability so often, yet remarkably, he 
seems to come up with just the requisite stamina from somewhere, with his two water 
bottles37.  

The Japanese team for some reason were moving incredibly slowly up the fixed ropes, 
belaying and even cutting steps. They have not seemed in much of a hurry to do 
anything, quiet, smiling, tough little men with gold teeth, huge rucsacs and very bright-
coloured gear. Tom and Brad were close up behind them, moving well. It looked, I 
thought as if the fixed ropes must have been out, so I called up to Tom, innocently 
enough, `are the ropes OK?' `No!' was his reply `they're all through' This seemed to 
explain things, though not very well. I don't really trust that polypropylene, which I 
always considered a sailing rope for tying down anchors and stuff, because I believe it 
floats. But it didn’t seem quite right somehow. I shouted up again `how did they break?', 
and Tom's riposte was `they weathered in the night!'.  

We all were relieved that noone had fallen on them, and seemed to accept that the 
snowfall had maybe avalanched and cut them, or the wind had chafed them through 
against the ice. I offered to lead the party up as a climb, but the Serfoss refused, his 
prerogative unfortunately. His  strong body and superficially likeable traits do not 
compensate, for me, his questionable judgment  [and my log continues with several 
examples]. 

In the end it was decided that Clarence and I go on while the others go back down and 
bring up some of our fixed ropes up to the bottom of the ice wall, just to the schrund. 
That, coupled with the 300' or so in the cache at 17000 should see us right. As Hugh 
and the Boss vanished down into the afternoon mists, Clarence set off up the 
surprisingly fine fixed ropes, dragging me up at an extraordinary rate. All the way, I was 
expecting to see the next one out (vanished), but finding each one OK as Clarence 
jumarred onto it. About three quarters of the way up I did ask Clarence what was going 
on, and he just said shutup, and anyway the two others were now lost in the mists 
below. I felt a heel. We met a grinning Tom Frost at the top, and his big teeth only made 
me laugh outwardly. Anyway, here we were, all wired up with monitoring tapes, headed 
for the summit, probably the two fastest and most experienced climbers in our party. An 

                                                
37 In a later phone conversation (September 27 1970) he told me that he had failed on an attempt on Mt 
Rainier 



opportunity not to be missed, and I was secretly glad I had volunteered to go back up. 
One sure way of being where the action is . `I make my own luck' (Clarence said). 

We soon passed up the Japanese, and found ourselves way ahead of Tom and Brad 
who had unroped. Tom was sauntering along the ridgetop like the cool mountaineer he 
was, individualistically and exactly, since we later saw his steps. He seems to really 
enjoy the mountain!. The ridge was in excellent shape, and the views superb. 

       

        HEAD OF THE ICE WALL                       APPROACHING 17,000' CAMP 

Finally in a speedy three hours, we made the snowcave again, full of sacked-out 
Nestors, one sixteen year old, and Dorene Frost. The Nestor party got up and 
hospitably cooked us some soup. We debated going straight on. We had left the 14000 
camp at about midday, but we spent two or three hours loafing around chewing the fat 
in the sun and no wind, decided to have decent meal and turn in around 8.00pm, and 
get up at 2.00 am and start somewhere similar to the North Peak hour. 

Nestor's party (god knows what would have happened to them if they had been caught 
in a Seiler-type storm situation) regaled us with stories of their day-earlier retreat from 
Denali Pass with cold feet. Fine weather, nothing wrong except usual headaches and 
very cold feet, so we didn’t feel like starting out too early and my memory was still fresh 
of my own feet at Denali Pass on our North peak climb. So we ate THEIR soup and 
THEIR stew. I ate much more than Clarence, and deliberately stood outside the door of 
the cave with the little stove for more than an hour to ensure I got my damn hot brews 
which are even beginning to piss me off, and we finally turned in about 9.00pm. 

Four of us crowded into the non-Cole side of the cave, and it was quite a job getting into 
the bag. Brad woke Clarence who kicked me at 2.00 am. I drowsed evilly for about 30 
minutes, then got up to look at the weather. The old story. How many times have I got 
up at some ungodly hour on a mountain to look at the weather. 



JUNE 28th 

Well it was absolutely clear, no wind, and even seemed to my grateful senses, 
somewhat warm, though that of course was rubbish, and I hastened in to start 
breakfast, and hit Clarence over the head for good measure to wake him up again. I 
brewed up instant breakfasts, and made apple and cinnamon porridge, of which I had 
lots and Clarence just a little. We got away at 3.30 am. 

I led into the bitter arctic twilight, dropping down into the 17000' saddle and up to the 
beginning of the Denali Traverse. We had the Nestor party's upsteps, but soon switched 
to their downsteps because i) they were a much better line, and ii) the wind had blown 
drift into their upsteps and they always collapsed. 

We took our pulse rates religiously every hour,  and although mine was consistently 
higher than Clarence's, I went much better than he did to Denali Pass. I always go 
better in the lead (obviously because I can set my own pace). We made the crest of the 
pass in just over an hour. There the steps stopped. All we had were the fluttering pink 
flags of the Watkins party leading steeply though obliquely up the ridge. Here Clarence 
cached Nestor's shovel which he'd brought up as a chore in exchange for most of their 
medical supplies on the way down. He keeps bullshitting about the doctor who is 
allegedly paying him $50 a day when he gets back to Fairbanks. If it happens I'll eat my 
bloody boots.  

I led on up through some crevasses. This climb is just a long damn grind of a WALK for 
a climber in good weather, though I'd hate to be up here in bad, judging from the size of 
the sastrugi. Realizing that, because of the distance and altitude, most people travel as 
light as possible, running the risk of course of being caught. Passing some very 
beautiful sculpted rock in black and white on the ridge to our right, we came out onto 
that long plateau which undulates behind the icy point of Archdeacon's Tower.  

Suddenly to our amazement, we saw figures coming up from the void over to our right. 
It was a Japanese pair up from either the Breitenbach or Cassin ridge. My first thought 
was that some of our Japanese friends had raced us up from seventeen, but quickly 
erased that impossibility from my mind. Sure enough, it was Asinome's party, two 
climbers, him and Yamamoto, but quite tired having come up the SW (Breitenbach) 



ridge , and we had an emotional handshake, and made as if to let them go ahead.        

  

They wouldn't take it though, and motioned to us to lead on. They actually stayed and 
bivouacked there on the cross trails, and then came up behind us to bivvy on top of a 
serac at about 20,000'. 

The last big piece of this climb stands enormous, eight or nine hundred feet of steep ice 
ending in the fine summit ridge. It was an effort. I led as usual now, since Clarence liked 
my pace, and I was surprised to turn left on the summit ridge, since had expected to 
turn right. The last few hundred feet were tiring. In a dazed sort of way I noticed the vast 
drop and the blue view over the other side of the ridge.  

           



We could see the summit stakes appearing behind a huge cornice, and finally we were 
curving round onto it.  

          

 

No elation at all, just a bemused sense of relief, and a sort of remote horrible awareness 
that it is a LONG way down!  I felt odd, physically. Quite tired, a little sick, and sort of 
psychologically angry that I wasn't entirely on top (physically). I suppose I'm a born 
fighter, doomed to fight, and to the restiveness that accompanies it. I took photos all 
around, and Clarence took one of me and I one of him each with respective cameras.                        

   



Huntington looked very impressive, way down below us, and the drops enormous. 

 

Even the North summit looked a significant hunk of mountain across the plateau, 
appearing as a twin peak. I ate some biscuits and cheese and blackberry jam and felt a 
little bit sick after it. I took some photos of Clarence with a towel he was going to 
pretend to his wife was a diaper, since he buried a diaper on the summit last time he 
was up here. I had a crap and used army paper, and then was quite relieved to find I 
could still walk and place my feet accurately. Clarence avowed his  evident strength, but 
I was dubious about both mine and his, and yet as I moved off downwards, I felt the 
energy in my bones.  

We made it down in good time, past the two Japanese who had moved up to the serac 
just under the summit. We decided, or more correctly I decided against knocking off 
Archdeacon's Tower on the way down, and we wasted little time, except to talk to each 
of the Nestor ropes straggled out all over the mountain i) Brad and the young Troe 
going very slow, with the latter looking very tired only halfway between Denali Pass and 
Archdeacon's Tower, ii) Tom and Dorene, looking casual and fit, and iii) down on Denali 
Pass a rather fragile-looking Ed Nestor, worried as usual, and his pretty wife sitting 
quietly on a rock with her legs straight out and crampons neatly together, munching 
rather sexily on a candy bar. His question about time and weather seemed to show 
some under-confidence, and later we learned he had to take dexedrine to get down and 
was near collapse, although he and his wife made the summit38. 

                                                
38 Ed Nestor's carefully detailed report on his expedition is a masterpiece of responsible leadership, 
looking thoughtfully and candidly at the experience, illustrating  both forethought and afterthought so 
essential to mountain expeditionary management. 



We hared on down from Denali Pass almost running it, with one solitary Japanese, 
Tezuka, watching our progress with some amazement. We actually made it back to the 
snowcave by 11.30 easily, actually five or ten minutes  before, so the round trip was 
under 8 hours, and less than 11 hours climbing time from 14,000'. 

We closed up the cache, packed up, and were back at 14,000 by just before 1.30 pm, 
not quite within 24 hours (about 25 1/4), but a thoroughly respectable summit dash. The 
anomaly over the fixed ropes (we had to bring down two piles that Rob and Hugh had 
faithfully brought up to `repair' them with) was apparently forgotten in the rejoicing by 
data-hungry scientists. We were debugged, prodded, blooded, weighed, and we pissed 
into the usual bottles. 

 

        WIRED FOR THE SUMMIT                                 HUGH THE BLOOD MAN 

After some desultory runway stomping, we had a good meal, and turned in. 

JUNE 29th 

Woke after a seconal sleep. My body just wouldn't relax, so I used the restoril that I had 
found so useful in former long climbs in Peru and New Zealand, and it worked a treat. 
Because I had promised any help I could give to the others, I agreed to turn around and 
go back up to 17000' today as safety man, primarily for Hugh, who I thought would likely 
never get above 17000, if that far.  

The Nestor party came down, with the Frosts well, but the rest looking tired. Tom 
seemed amazed at me going back up `if I was half the man you are'…. one of the few 
men who could say that and lose nothing. 



So we all packed up. Brian had a tensioned outburst the night before when he realized 
Clarence and I had gone to the summit. The weather, as his barometric observations 
showed, was changing, and he saw his chances disappearing, so he packed up too with 
loud avowals of soloing,  and with Brian and Rob about half an hour ahead of us, I led 
Hugh up to the fixed ropes. Interestingly he offered to lead to set the pace, but I quietly 
refused, saying I would set a good pace. I think he thought I would race away and tire 
the hell out of him so he was angry, but I didn't mind, and led off at the usual slow, 
absolutely metronomic pace for high altitude and heavy loads. Clarence had told me 
that he had never hit such a good pace as I set, and ALWAYS let me lead39.  

Hugh, being the man he is, shouted up, after a while `you are not going this slow for my 
benefit, are you?'. I replied appropriately, suggesting he belt up and get on with it. 
Complaining about his calves on the fixed ropes steep pitch, then stopping continually 
on the ridge, and groaning with each breath, we still made it in 3 hrs and 35 minutes, 
with finally him thanking me for the pace. We got up to the cave and found it empty. The 
others were exploring the route up for the ascent.  I kept out of their hair, let them cook 
etc.  We all turned in early, and I started to read some of Shackleton's  `Endurance' 
story.  

JUNE 30th 

Woke dully to the sound of Brian organizing, though I drowsed through it, and was 
properly woken by Japanese climbers pouring in from all sides, among them the very 
attractive wife of one of the climbers we had seen near the summit, and two others, one 
of whom (K. Yamamoto, the hard-looking one) says he will try the Eiger Nordwand next 
year.  

We lay, chatted, read and slept most of the morning. They told me three climbers were 
up on the snowfield below Denali Pass, so I knew Hugh had started out in company with 
Rob and Brian. I melted all sorts of pans of water. At about 2.00pm I went out into semi-
whiteout, and saw three figures almost coming up to the ice cave - 10 1/2 hours return, 
with an extraordinary 3 hours just to Denali Pass in the morning. They were all tired. 
Hugh was collapsed when I saw them, and I took the radio out `Sir Galahad' and got the 
bits of the story. 

They had been going slower and slower, and Hugh getting steadily weaker, so at the 
crevasse at the bend just below Archdeacon's Tower, he said he had a pain in his chest 
and was spitting blood or some such thing, and would they leave him and go on to the 
summit. They put him in a sleeping bag, and went on to the top. Four hours later they 

                                                
39 years of mountain instruction with novice crews in Outward Bound and elsewhere had taught me the 
guides' pace, tailored to the specific altitude, pitch, duration, and capacity of the `clients'  to maintain and 
sustain energy 



were back, picked Hugh up, and escorted him back. He was the usual near-collapse. I 
took his pulse. It was quite weak, and he seemed drowsy and quite without motivation 
naturally, and this is the most dangerous, because the man is emotionally beaten, and if 
he is hurt or damaged at all respiratorially or cardiacally, it gains the stronger and 
quicker hold á la Cole. I decided he was strong enough to go straight down, though he 
didn’t think he was and took a dexedrine. It was the usual story, and I radioed down that 
we might need help. 

 

                       ROD ON RETURN FROM THE SUMMIT 

Actually we made fantastic time down to the fixed rope. I had a moving belay on him all 
the time, and when we got to the first fixed rope I gave him a lecture on belay procedure 
which I made him repeat. We had passed Brad Snyder and John  Waterman who were 
on the way up. Hugh seemed rather drowsy, so I belayed him down the entire icewall, 
and Brian and Rob almost caught up. I went like a cat down the now familiar slope, not 
even using the ropes, while held tight with jumars and axe, then I got a good belay in, 
and he jumarred40 down the next pitch. 

                                                
40 Actually I used the Tony Heibeler device, similar to the Jumar, but much easier to attach and use, as 
shown above 



  

ON THE ICE WALL           THE HEIBELER `JUMAR'            MOVING THE DEVICE 

We met Tom on the icy bit, and he was friendly and helpful as usual, says all the right 
things, told Hugh he was going well, asked him how high he had been and 
CONGRATULATED  him. Very nice tact.  I, as a far lesser gentleman, would have, at 
best,  commiserated. 

Clarence came up, yacking and making himself generally obtrusive. Yamamoto was 
close up behind him (M. Yamamoto, the quieter one, not the Eigerwand guy), took 
Hugh's pack against Hugh's will, and Doc Eagan was almost to the schrund with the 
toboggan, so Yamamoto, Clarence, and Hugh rode the toboggan down with many yells.  

Hugh was extremely tired and got into the sack without much to eat. He was examined 
by Keizo. Nothing wrong. So we took it easy and slept. 

1st JULY 

Dominion Day, Canada's Birthday, an attempt at a holiday on Denali. We stomped the 
runway very lazily in hot sun. Firecrackers were audible over the radio. We also heard 
that the Watkins party had rumoured that we were ready for a summit try, and Joe Nava 
had asked anxiously, and Doc Eagan said NO! We are subject to $500 fine and 6 
months in jail. I think that would be excellent. I'd get my book written, and a chance to 
save some money. But what about car payments?  It would be a neat sentence, might 
look fascinating on my record. 

We are told we must refer all statements or questions to Doc Eagan, and keep quiet 
about the summits. Today the Boss took me aside and told me that I would be the 
senior member of the expedition, and in charge of withdrawal off the mountain in his 
absence, and secondly, he reiterated his pleasure in obtaining the data we had got. He 
also said that he had ordered us to 20'000, and what we had done above that was 
entirely our own business, and that he had ordered us NOT to go to the summit (this 



last rather dubious since we all spoke of the summit before and after).and that if we 
were asked on our return, we would say yes, we had gone as requested to 20'000 for 
research purposes, and to ask Doc Eagan about any other information! 

Meanwhile the blood vultures ran out of sample tubes of the correct type today. So 
Bartlett and Serfoss left late in the evening to get some from  the cache at 17,000. They 
left with marijuana and no sleeping bags. God knows what kind of a climbing leader 
Clarence is.  Went to bed late, and slept well. 

JULY 2nd 

Woke late. The Japanese are down. Mrs Asinoma was too exhausted to make the 
summit, so the three I had met did not make it. Serfoss sent tubes down with them, with 
his usual run of luck (the wrong kind) and already the airdrop of tubes scheduled for last 
night was called off in the hope that Serfoss would provide. He and Bartlett are now 
sleeping in borrowed gear again at 17000'. 

Now the Japanese are being tested. Very amusing. 

 

 

it was an exhausting regimen, especially with the natural cultural and language barriers 
that Keizo did so well in ameliorating 



 

However we found universal acceptance of various incentives to the exercise routines. 

               



The leader of the W Buttress party, Yamayura, couldn't get the time to the metronome 
for  pacing  step tests.   When Keizo went over to him, he said something and grinned, 
and Keizo laughed, and translated that our Playboy Bunny stuck up on the girder was 
disturbing him greatly. One of their team was smoking!    He had to be stopped by Doc 
Eagan. He looked like a naughty schoolboy. Obviously it can interfere significantly with   
respiratory and cardiac data up here, and must be stopped. 

Everything seems to be speeding up today.   We are on the way out. I have to call 
Sheldon as soon as Brian and Clarence, now sleeping at 17000', return, in order to get 
them  down to 7000' today if possible. It all depends on what gear is at the 7400 level as 
to how many flights there will be, four, or five. 

I am glad to be planning this move, since I will not let a repeat of the beginning of this 
operation occur again, at least not for the same reasons! 

Doc Eagan observed dryly that body odour of climbers  is much less with thin than with 
fatter people, and with older than with younger as he straps his box of tricks to all these 
dirty bods. At about 1.0pm I radioed Don Sheldon to come in, but the visibility got 
worse. The drift started, and the wind seemd to come from everywhere, but particularly 
the east. 2.0 pm still no sign of Clarence and Brian. We have pulled the Akja out with 
my and Rob's extra gear as well as Wayne's and John Houghton's. We all want to get 
off the mountain now. The weather looks unsettled but Don  says he doesn't expect a 
storm. 

In the end, Sheldon never came in, so we entertained the Japanese with an excellent 
dinner. They sang My Darling Clementine   in Japanese. We had moose meat stew, rice 
and all kinds of jellies cooked by Rob. In the middle of it all, down came  Clarence and 
Brian covered in snow (the wind has been getting up and it is snowing) and said that 
they had had a hard day. 

Best of all, Tom Frost kindly took Fleas to the high summit today! Wow! what a piece of 
luck, and what a nice guy. I gave him my supper and am very grateful.  (Ed: Fleas is my 
talisman, bequeathed to me by Pat Benefield, a close former friend and colleague at the 
Australian Outward Bound School at Fisherman's Point. Fleas is a tiny head of a Koala 
bear, with limpet eyes which inexorably examine my life with loving accuracy. Fleas was 
a member of our Antarctic expedition, and made the entire trip with never a complaint, 
and it was excruciating that I had left him out of my pack en route to the summit. He 
would of course have forgiven me, but I would never have forgiven myself for denying 
him an equivalent arctic trophy as important as the McKinley summit. I had a chance 
many years later to thank Tom, but he had forgotten his assignment).  



                                            MY BELOVED `FLEAS'      



The plan now is to get Brian and Clarence and the two docs off tomorrow, but the 
weather looks bad. We should get off Saturday/Sunday. We are looking so brigandish 
that Doc Eagan proposes we should  go out randomly to some university and cause 
trouble. We start out by sending the Chancellor a letter saying that if he did not comply 
with our demands by last Saturday… Rob broke in with `damn it they should have 
anticipated our wishes'…….this crazy, and we hadn't even been drinking! 

Yamamoto the barber had evidently slept through the summit attempt, and thus didn’t 
make the effort. Apparently he was tired after toboganning with Clarence the night 
before!  All the way from Japan, and no cigar! 

JULY 3rd 

A bad night. Strong winds and drift from the north blowing unbelievably straight down off 
the mountain. Again I spent much of the nigh wondering if this crazy tent structure of the 
Denali Hilton will stand the gusts. Drift has fortunately kept off the roof, but piled four or 
five feet high round the door and on the south side.. The radio blares. Clarence blissfully 
goes about his business. If he wasn't so difficult this might be reassuring. This whole 
setup is so precarious. Somehow again we seem at the mercy of the mountain instead 
of in charge of our effort. That same uneasy, trustless feeling I have for the equipment, 
organization etc. of this whole expedition returns.  The snowcave will be difficult to live 
in (if we have to move there) because of the entrance filling with snow. If this canvas 
versadome gives up, rips, or otherwise fails, we may be in a trick. The whole structure 
shivers, shudders under the gusts. and it creaks over in the girders by the stove, 
sounding horrible over the cardboard screens. 

Well, at 10. am the sun came out, and the wind dropped mostly. The heat forced me out 
of my bag again. What a strange mountain No! the wind is still gusting. 

Hugh: `the best sleeping bag in the world is some damn duck from Greenland, where 
feathers are plucked by 40 year old virgins by the light of the arctic moon'. 

Comparing beards in the morning, Doc Eagan quipped `if I had a handsome beard like 
Sir John's or Rob Taylor's, I wouldn't worry'. Then Brian opined ` Hugh looks like a 
northern sea captain at present' to which Hugh responded `I'd like to resemble an airline 
passenger headed south right now'. 

A comment against hunting, on walking into a houseful of trophies `oh you collect dead 
animals?' Something I  could have commented on very undiplomatically during my 
travels through India in 1963 41. 

                                                
41 I spent a night as a guest of the Maharani of Benares  (Varanasi) in the palace which contained one 
room with hundreds of tiger heads. 



I agreed to buy one of the small Japanese tents for $140 (I was smitten with their 
efficient and colourful designs). Must send the money to Japan. Have to buy skis. Must 
contact Lathrop (at the National Ski Patrol) re Javelins. 

The winds are still too high for Clarence and Brian to take off. Was Sheldon still 
hovering around? Tonight's prayer: `O Sheldon, deliver us, for thine is the power'. 

Sheldon actually gave us the most amazing display of why he could not land. Relaying 
over the radio,  he said `watch me' as he flew below us, and suddenly dropped almost 
out of sight in a down draught. 

So we lost ourselves in various conversational down draughts, while I chronicled both 
my favorite composers as well as poets/writers. 

JULY 4th  

A beautiful day, ended up with lab samples, Brian, Clarence and the docs off the 
mountain. Doc Eagan called at 7 am, still a little wind, though Don said he'd come in an 
hour or two. At 10.00 am Doc Eagan rang again, and Don told him there was wind and 
rain at Talkeetna. When informed that up here on the roof of America it was calm and 
beautiful, he said `be right up' and was at midday. 

Well, I had a bath. 

  

Doc Eagan, unlike him, was dancing around expecting everyone to get excited about 
leaving and finishing up our research.  Well, we do indeed have our work to come. 
Clarence and Brian are getting out of it all, and Rob and I were conscious of this. Hugh 
was the butt as usual. Doc E found two unprocessed urine bottles belonging to Brian. It 



seems that his  (Doc E's) ass is on the line, and he feels perhaps if he produces 
excellent results from our summit dashes, he can justify them.  

Eagan told me that we should expect to be off Sunday night, or during Monday i.e. July 
6th or 7th. Sheldon meanwhile pointed out the difficulty of getting the last man off from 
14,000'. We have stomped out a lower turning circle for him where it is not so steep, 
and hope he can turn by himself. I guess I will be the last one off. The lightest one 
anyway! There is only one case of C rations at 7400' ! 

JULY 5th 

Among my my notes : Ask Joe Nava: ropes, radio gear, snowshoes, map of cache. 

Woke late. Have had an extremely peaceful 24 hrs. Much sleep, much conversation, 
much thought. We are already planning next summer. South America perhaps, Chile? 

I think more and more of women. In fact the idea of a regular woman appeals so much, 
a wife in fact, one who is close to one's purpose and strength. 

We are packing up today. In two hours I am ringing Joe Nava to confirm details of our 
withdrawal. The atmosphere is almost entirely without rancour. Rob and I would 
probably make a good pair, competent, if individual. Hugh is really so seemingly out of 
placel, and not well organized. It is hard to see what he positively has to offer a 
mountain team (besides the patient bloodwork routines, which were crucial to our 
research). 

I will be good to leave McKinley. It is no achievement really to have climbed both peaks 
with all the time and advantages (support, transport) we have had this trip. I suppose 
that it is one more `trophy'. But the question is, should we let it out of the bag yet? 

Feeling particularly individualistic tonight. Finally, Hugh  tried my patience. One thing 
after another. He is a very kind fellow, and very likeable, but  everything is the easiest 
way. `Shove everything down the cave'. `Leave the posts in place'. ` Just cut the guy 
ropes'  

Wow! Well I snapped, and told him carefully and very nastily,  how he didn't do himself 
justice. Rob took his side, and the atmosphere was strained all evening.  

I am disappointed with things, and so turn on my environment.  I still cannot, and will not 
have respect for all and sundry. People earn respect, they are not entitled to it. Rob 
intoned ` A side of you that is not very nice. No wonder you have moved around all your 
life. You can't have any friends!'  And he said I could forget about going with him to 
Vancouver. He doesn't perhaps realize how little that matters to me. Perhaps the only 
certain human condition -permanent one at least- is abiding loneliness. Everything else, 



marriage, close friendship, family etc.  are struts to bolster the individual against that 
loneliness. It does not however follow that these struts deny loneliness, and the picture 
is obvious when a dependent person loses their strut. I am familiar with loneliness, and 
perhaps am beginning to understand it, and wish to be familiar with it as a friend, so that 
I'm NOT AFRAID of it. 

The snapping of the wolfpack is natural. I am used to it, and have always been a fighter. 
In days when soldiery was respectable, perhaps in the dark ages, I could have been a 
good soldier fighting loyally for what I believed in. Now at best, I believe in myself, and 
yet am intellectually aware of the dangers of that, therefore must suffer the 
consequences. I do not expect to be tolerated by those who are viewing my follies, 
unless perhaps they happen to love me, and then they are mortgaged to my entirety. 

I already see around me the chasms of middle age, too old to be really flighty, too 
young to be lazy, and yet I'm too variegated to be unsatisfied by most enterprises and 
most people. Andrew, Powell, Mark, Marjorie, who really KNOW me. Family love, Patsy 
loves, various girls think they love or have loved, but none deeply. Perhaps only Patsy, 
who left me Fleas. She is no stranger to loneliness or suffering. Physically crippled, she 
is above all COMPETENT.  Demanding of herself. Perhaps I am all she has. Perhaps 
she is all I have?? 

Should all my personal communications be limited to pleasantries? Is everything to be 
sacrificed to `harmony'?  Christ said that a man should not call his brother a fool. Is my 
mistake that I do it without love? Yet how can one love a fool? No. I still feel that one 
must do all things with a clear determination to take the consequences. And yet one can 
never foresee all of those consequences. Perhaps if I understood how much I hurt 
Hugh, I would not do it, and yet do I really care if I hurt him? Don't I really feel he 
deserves it, and how enlightened is that? On the one hand one feels urgency towards 
positive action, regardless of consequences. On the other hand, one sees 
rationalizations and civilized arguments towards chivalry, compassion and love for 
fellow man. I'm fond of Hugh, but if he is not strong enough to take my very genuine and 
heartfelt attack, then he must look to his strength, as I do when attacked. Who knows?42 

 

 

                                                
42 I of course feel very differently about this today, and am frankly surprised that my Antarctic experience 
hadn't given me more tolerance for team shortcomings, though our New Zealand team had no such 
frailties, and I still feel it was a serious administrative mistake to have Hugh in such jeopardy high on the 
mountain, since his lack of experience and physical weakness was in effect a risk to us all. Leaving him 
alone above 17000' was something I never would have done, and I was amazed at the irresponsibility of 
that decision. One more index of a flawed expeditionary approach. 
 



JULY 6th. 

Heavy sleep. Woke to the same atmosphere, both of them like two spinsters at a vicar's 
tea-party, arguing over unmarried pregnancy. I sort of view my handywork with awe. 

We got the whole place cleaned up. Rob is a good worker, responsible and sound. 
Hugh is muddling around as usual, but he did get a swine of a support girder down, into 
which everyone had poured every conceivable effluent, by the stove, on his own. It was 
at least 30" deep in the ice. 

My notes say: Ask Sheldon about conditions. Tell him about runway to his left as he 
comes in. 733 2328 Sheldon #.  

So I called Sheldon, and the operator didn't get my name right, so I said Lawrence of 
Arabia, and the call went straight through to Roberta Sheldon. Collect call from 
Lawrence of Arabia, will you accept the charges?  She then asked `is it from McKinley? 
`Call again at 5.0 a.m. tomorrow'. 

My notes say: Ask Eagan about  

urine book; PINUP; skis and poles; boxes in cave; 2 sleeping bags; bring out everything 
from 7000?  bring snowshoes out? 

JULY 7th 

Alarm not heard. Rob shouted `It's almost six o'clock!'. and I leapt out guilty, looked at 
the weather , clear as a bell, so within minutes was up on my drum on the slope, 
grabbing for Sheldon over the radio. 

All too soon we heard him. Two frantic, and cold, heaving, breathy hours pulling down 
that damn marquee that had been the Denali Hilton, all the poles set in solid ice. The 
fabric had frozen into the snow-walls in great blocks. It took from 15 to 30 minutes to get 
out each support. Rob the `frustrated flower arranger' put the supports neatly into a 
separate cache, but before we could even get the first load over to the cache proper, 
Sheldon appeared. Hugh was falling over himself to get on the plane (and 
understandably away from me). We left the Akja loaded just off the runway. Rob went 
back to get another load from the old tent site. Don landed, but muffed the turn and 
went 150 yards way down the hill towards the cache in deep powder! 

God knows that's the hardest work on the whole mountain, pushing that bloody 
plane(with the engine roaring and Don's bouncing up and down, with screamed curses 
sounding above the noise). Still, Hugh and I got him round, and in got Hugh just as Rob 
came up with another load. 



Hugh shot off into the sky. Rob and I went over to the cache. No sooner had we got 
there but we heard Sheldon droning up the glacier again, having dropped Hugh at 
7,000. So Rob started back, snowshoes flapping. And then there was one! 

As I finished the cache, I put the Akja up against the door from the inside, tied the 
shovel to the marker, then made it quickly back to the campsite where some stuff was 
left. I just made it onto the runway when I heard shouts from a party coming up from 
Windy Gap. I saw a hairy figure at a great distance, so I yodelled.  A huge monstrous 
shout emerged from the figure heavy with calories. It was the legendary Ray Genet, 
though I was not to meet him because of the domineering buzz of Sheldon's plane, and 
a certain menace of cumulus. He dodged the tall cloud pillars and came round, landing 
very neatly. He turned, just,  though the need was not so great, since Ray and seven 
were unloading their packs at the camp, with Ray now running up the runway to help. 
But Sheldon is so nervous about the cloud, and I literally fell into the plane, going further 
and further into the corner as he piled stuff on me. We took off almost into the cloud, 
with Ray Genet waving almost into the plane. 

We zoomed down over the glacier, dropping through holes in the cloud. Iexpected to be 
nervous but wasn't really, though somewhat surprised at the clattering and crashing on 
the ice of his ski's as he took off. Somehow that parkaed back with the fur round the 
shoulders inspires a ridiculous trust. 

                

When you look out of the little perspex window at the frail paper wings, the thin struts 
which all of us had heaved and strained at, and then at the huge rotten cliifs of ice and 



rock high above the plane seemingly a few feet away, the nuts and bolts and fabric 
appeared terribly flimsy. 

     

Soon, after passing campsite after campsite, we drifted down to 7400, saw Hugh and 
Rob briefly, and in no time were in Talkeetna. 

The train journey was most unenjoyable, sloppy tourists (occasional pretty girls) and 
damned Alaska rain, and then paradoxically, near to Fairbanks, the ominous pall of 
bushfire smoke making the sun a dull red bloodshot disk in the sky. Got back, and I 
found no one waiting. Just about to phone when Doc Eagan hove to, dapper in a suit 
but still graybearded. 

Civilization finally in the form of a beer at Wayne's, and then farewell to six weeks of dirt 
under the shower in Norland (?) dorm. 

Some notes on attitude in Fairbanks: a) the Institute for some extraordinary reason 
seems shot. God knows why these organizations seem always to be dubiously run (c.f. 
Outward Bound, but conspicuously, at least in retrospect, not DSIR in New Zealand. No 
one here stands out for loyalty. The backbiting is sad, and efficiency nil. But the 
welcoming Don Simpson goes around befriending all, taping up cracks in the structure 
with his kind and helpful behaviour; b) Joe hauled me in and said, quite unsolicited, a 
strong thanks for my personal contribution on the mountain, counting himself `extremely 



lucky' to have had me, and said that if ever I wanted a recommendation, to let him 
know, though what on earth I've done to deserve this I really am unaware43. 

He then also said quite quietly, and with that stealthy half grin, that we might all be fired 
for going above 17000'. When I pressed him on this, he said he was serious, and it was 
being considered. This led to a sixty minute conversation on the ethics  of this particular 
enterprise. 

I divulged i) upon  my feelings on climbing the mountain. He took an administrative point 
of view. Safety was his biggest argument, and jeopardy of the scientific effort, and of 
course pointed to Hugh as the obvious weak link; ii) my perspective on the 
Eagan/Serfoss distinction, and on necessities for mature leadership on mountain 
matters. He again thanked me for my honest remarks, then asked me which was the 
prettier peak! 

On thinking back, maybe this was a trick question, in that Clarence may not yet have 
told him, but anyway I said I thought the North peak was the more difficult of the two, 
but the South (main) peak was the most peaky. 

He took the view that we have NOT climbed the peak. (Fancy a desk-bound admin man 
telling me whether or not I have actually climbed a mountain!),  and anyway, according 
to him  it was selfish and inconsiderate of personnel to use a scientific expedition to 
further private climbing aims!  

Phooey! He personally was responsible for dropping most of our lab equipment over the 
other side of the mountain, and certainly my neuro-psych program was totally non-
existent, so what else had I to do, though I didn’t say this. At the end he intimated that 
we would be kept on contract after our testing. 

JULY 9th 

Today we heard we would have to pay henceforth for room and board - much money-  
and I also had my hair cut by Yamomoto last night and beard trimmed. Excellent! 

Don Simpson being efficient, tells us tomorrow bring back all our equipment. Final 
bloodletting in the morning from that bloody leechwoman, almost as bad as that bloody 
leechman!. The our final altitude (chamber) run. Hugh being as noisy at high as at low 
altitude. Isn't it a pity that everyone else knows he's being difficult (I saw the lab 
assistant  write it down, though I shouldn't have) and it will probably be attributed to 
altitude, but I know better. 

                                                
43 A rather formal letter of appreciation from the IAB Director is included in Annex 3. It is not as effusive as 
Joe's, and while gratefully accepted, did not mean as much to me as the one I got from Colin Clark, the 
DSIR leader at Scott Base, Antarctica after our Mariner Glacier expedition. 



I wobbled twice on the balance tandem blindstand, and felt sure it was concentration, so 
(this was at simulated 18000') I swore a sixpack that I could stand without a mistake at 
19000' in answer to Pettijohn's snide `oh there's no difference at altitude is there?" when 
I toppled. We got up to 19000 and I made the sixpack44. 

July 11th 

Finally finished testing. Yamamoto gave me his barber's coat inscribed in Japanese `To 
John from Yamamoto' before their party left45. In the evening we went to the PALACE, 
Alaska for a beer-up, met Henry again in the imbecile twilight world of the American 
GOODTIME. Got mildly drunk, sang like hell, even Waltzing Matilda after Rob had left, 
quietly declining to sing it while he was there, a quaint dignity accompanying his refusal, 
as with everything of Rob's. 

We sang, pinched bottoms, flirted happily, and I finally drove Vivien's VW back quaverly, 
with 5 up. We went through Desperate Dan McGrew twice, with Vivien as Lou. Shades 
of OBMS Eskdale!. Don Beckitt;s rum !! Joe Nava gave me his tie. 

Here I note:  hippie young American mountain language in a letter to Brian  from a 
young 18 year old friend: 

`some say that to traverse the very fringe of survival and to stake everything on one 
precious handhold is to learn the real meaning of life and thereby to become a man. 
What d'you think about that? A soft bed of feathers and a warm woman is a sweetness 
designed by God. But how much sweeter is blood and sweat on the breast of a 
mountain? Above timberline, life is scarce, but spirit abounds, and who knows that 
mountains are more than symbols? Not the man at the bottom. Who hears the 
mountain's gentle whispers, her howling rage, her loving teachings? Who feels her 
move, who senses her changes? Not the man at the bottom. But those at the bottom 
aspire to those at the top, and those at the top resemble those below, and also 
remember that they stood there, and that they must return there, only to try again until 
the summit of the Greater Mountain is gained. So keep it on man, and keep your faith, 
and keep your love.. And remember where you Are…. And remember where you 
Are….. 

JULY 12-13th 

A weekend in Wayne's car, up the Steese highway, past where the young tyros go to 
practice with their new rifles in the diggings, up Eagle Creek. We slept near Eagle 

                                                
44 this motivation to control one's physical reactions is crucial in technical climbing, and is just as 
important at altitude, as I was determined to point out, and did. 
45 I got on very well with the Japanese parties. The names of the expedition are in Annex 4, and I got an 
informal invitation to join them on Everest the next year. 



summit  in amongst the mosquitoes after having gone on up to Circle, looking at the 
mighty Yukon River, where I saw the ingenious fish trap wheel. As usual there was the 
normal tourist trap and the gross little certificates you can have for $25.00 and go to 
Fort Yukon return by air in three hours. 

Brian and I wanted to build a raft and float down to Fort Yukon on the 8 knot current, but 
a quick look at the map decided for us, no, we probably could have made it, but 90 
miles through mozzy-laden swamp with 50 different channels to navigate were not to be 
taken lightly, especially since the weekend only had one more day. 

We satisfied the first of three requirements to become an Alaskan (not without difficulty 
since tourists were all around), and got back to a fresh and beautiful night at Eagle 
summit. 

Panning for gold in the creek next day yielded some colour , but not much else, though 
one of the families we saw makes a living at it.  

I just feel the chill when I look at the now warm Yukon. I seem to remember a movie or 
something, where a trapper, or an escapee comes to the frozen Yukon. Not much 
imagination is required to ice over the flats and whistle up a wind among the spruces. 
Timber-wolf pelts sell for about $100 apiece. A trapline might be worth it one winter, 
especially if one went along with someone who knew the ropes. Martin pelts $20, Lynx 
around $20 (we spotted a lynx from the car, bounding from the bush, we all saw him 
quite clearly stopped and looking at fifty yards, perhaps posing for a tourist photo). 

I am not quite sure why I find the Alaskan winter so appealing, must be a call to the wild 
side, though I thought I'd got that kind of addiction out. Why does it still appeal? I don't 
know, something deep, from wayback, odd, 60 - 70 degrees below, no radio, wits and 
planning and sheer native ability. Even a Fairbanks winter must be quite an endurance 
match. But how can I justify this feeling? It may be a result of this screwed up summer46. 

CODA:  ASCENTS OF M'LADIES AND MT. RAINIER, WASHINGTON 

JULY 18 

Lunchtime. Left work and went over to the dorm. Met Jim Miller, President of the 
Alaskan Alpine Club and his wife, took off in their blue Volvo to pick up the resident 
advisor (AAC VP) and his wife, of the dorm I first stayed in (Skarland?). Drove, after 
sawing planks around a building site, down the Alaska Highway south into the environs 
of the east Alaska Range. 

Passing Delta Junction, with the Delta River on our right. 
                                                
46 At 80 years old, as I transcribe this, and relive the memories, I know I have never quenched this love of 
deep winter, having sought ice, snow, log cabins and woodstoves every year since. 



                         

 

Mt Shand, Moffat, and McGinness, Old Snowy and with Snow White  (good looking 
face) above us on our left.                 

 

            

Finally, we arrived at our destination, pulled off the road and got out the gear in the 
usual mildly irritable atmosphere, caused by finding always that extra piece that you had 
forgotten… extra weight. The old feeling that you must be carrying more than anyone 
else, but gnawing at your conscience is the possibility that perhaps you are not  (so 
often the case on those gnarly New Zealand approaches up  steep mountain valleys 
with multiple river crossings where we regularly would handle each others' packs). The 
final swing of the loaded rucsac may stop halfway on your knee in a sort of strangled 



gasp as fears become reality, and ahead stretches an eight mile vista of stony river bed 
and streaked moraine, while a drop of rain lands on your cheek. An upward glance 
confirms thunder clouds beginning to close in and mask the prongs of the ridges and 
the curious arctic alpenglow heralds the advance of evening. 

We were perhaps two miles up the riverbed, close to the first grey upsurge of water 
from the bowels of the glacier, when the storm, hanging like a curtain across the valley, 
weather in brilliant rainbows, slammed us with great gobby lumps like halfpennies. We 
shambled towards some rocks, and parkas appeared from nowhere, changing each of 
us into a different species, me a green man head-to-toe in the Australian ski-touring 
suit, not at all waterproof, but warming, and movement kept me comfortable.  

Luckily we were only brushed by the storm, since a firm anabatic wind flushed most of it 
up-valley, and it spent itself in glistening assault upon the scree and old snow high on 
the western side. We passed two blue moraine lakes, and then discerned the dull gleam 
of the glacier above. It was some relief to be onto the relative flat surface after the noisy, 
clumsy progress on the moraine. We could see the silver hut five miles I think before we 
got to it. At the right moment we struck 45 degrees left across the moraine bank, down 
and watchful for the glint of treacherous black slippery ice under the steep shingle, 
across the subsidiary glacier, and finally up a steep lateral wall studded with lovely 
alpine flowers to the green and bushy tundra plateau, and at last, the stubby little hut. 

A brew was soon on, amid the chaos we'd found when we opened the door. Ground 
squirrels had entered under the lintel, or through the half open door, and had a field day 
with half a box full of spare insulation material, food and garbage. The floor was a 
shamble of squirrel shit, cardboard and remains of food wrappers. It was an unpleasant 
job to sort it out, but essential before we could sleep. Meanwhile the culprits cheeked 
and scampered outside. (A day later, several came inside while we lay in our sleeping 
bags. They are relatively unafraid, testifying to the recency of human passage? or 
perhaps to their wily supremacy, ecologically speaking, in this region ? 

JULY 19 

Woke late (how unusual) and worked all day for my board. Jim Miller used patent tools 
and ideas for securing a door bar, and the roof hatch (put in unnecessarily as it has 
proved, since the expected snow which might bury the hut, and thus mandate entry/exit 
through the roof, is ablated in this area). Kathleen Davies and I made the table, which 
she covered with tin, John Davies was relining the door, and finished the paneling, and I 
also built a fuel storage hut outside, off the roof, which I then covered with tin in keeping 
with the general silver décor. The tin is ex-printing press foil from newspaper printing 
offices, something to keep in mind. Also, using traditional A-frame design, they added a 
1/5 area to internal space by lopping off 2' off the top and squaring the roof. This is 



interesting from a design perspective, simple, but gives a steeper angle to the walls i.e. 
you can lean comfortably against them. Also it means more people can stand together 
inside. It really is quite roomy. Six people were very comfortably accommodated in all 
phases of hut existence. 

Two black dots appearing on the moraine at almost 7pm finally emerged into Rob and 
Sue. 

JULY 20th LUNAR LANDING DAY 

A walk out in the rain. I seem to be in funny paces when Americans do funny things47. 

We made good time back down the glacier, and got back late to dinner with Robin and 
Sue in their log cabin. Read the Alpine Club magazines, and also an issue of `Mountain' 
which spoke well of our efforts in Peru last year. Finally back to a belated viewing of the 
lunar walk in Jim Miller's flat. 

I waxed somewhat poetic here, not unknown but as usual exercising the reader's 
patience many years later. 

Lying down, stomach on the tundra, one eye closed against the lazy sun, the blue tip of 
an alpine petal brushes the ceaseless, arctic sky. The snow is cocoa-coloured, the 
shingle dirt, blown scoria, open schrunds like gaping sores, ruptured escarpments of 
moraine show the lateness of the season. Even the avalanches are tired. The earth is 
worn, her charm receding into wrinkles, and a weakness most familiar reappears, like 
an old mistress caught unknowing, in her bathrobe, without cosmetics. 

While above me, fickle man is reaching for that first winning touch of fingers on the 
Moon's cheek.. 

JULY 30th 

After weeks of disappointment, Rooster's Com, Hayes,  then Yosemite, all off, we are 
now headed out into the Fels Glacier for an attempt at M'Ladies between 8 and 9000', a 
new peak. Then with luck and good conditions, over to Gakona, hopefully to meet up 
with Rob et al on Sunday. 

                                                
47 I was in Kathmandu when the first American expedition came down off Everest, as Tom Hornbein and I 
recalled , and as recounted in my Peruvian wanderings, I was somewhere lost in the Vilcabamba Range 
when the news came in of Robert Kennedy's death. This time, we hightailed it out from the hut in time to 
hear of the lunar walk on TV. 



 

                          LAWRENCE, JOHNSON, NELSON 

Very late at night we left the road and made it up, through moose and bear tracks, and 
those of humans too, to a late camp in the moraine. A beautiful night. Visqueen 
wrapped around the tent in case it rained. 

JULY 31st 

Woke to a perfect morning, little cloud cover and almost no wind. We really have been 
lucky with the weather. This is a fascinating sort of `lost' glacier. Very narrow entry, only 
a few yards wide. Up between willows on the flat until the passage opens through rocks 
on the left..  

Snow conditions are lousy, but the place is nice. It is good to be out here. The company, 
as often, almost always in contradiction to my first impression, is really quite good48.We 
slept lazily up to about about 10.00 am and got away after 11.00 sometime. Up lousy 
moraine interminably,  the hard ice, blue and green with water runnels and melt pools 
tinkling and crackling as you walk on it. My pack is FAR too heavy. I must watch this big 
pack. The temptation to lob stuff in is great, and it nearly broke my back today. I have a 
heavy cold, sneeze, sniffle and sore throat which seems to weaken my body somewhat. 
When we hit endless open crevasses, weaving in and out, roped up, it took so long to 
                                                
48 these guys, Brian Johnson (an amazingly strong, and fun climber, with whom I went on to Mt Rainier, 
and Dick Nelson) had suggested this climb almost immediately after I met them on return from Denali 



move the mileage, and the thought of tenting somewhere in that slosh in the glacier was 
not at all appealing. So we took off into the moraine and found a beautiful camp for a 
second night high on the northern shelf about three quarters of the way to the end. 
Almost level when we found it, and it yielded to some construction with ice axes. Now 
we have a fine site. Good meal, morale high, though tired. 

AUGUST1st 

We had a good night. Have decided to stay in the excellent site about 250' above the 
glacier.with running, clear water and absolutely flat, fairly sheltered spot. Are heading up 
the snow couloir to the east to attempt M'Ladies by its South ridge or thereabouts. 
Leaving around 11.00 am! 

It is starting as a recce, but may end in an attempt. We are taking our willow wands and 
full bivouac gear since clouds are down but no wind at all. We struck up behind the tent, 
skirting the small glacier on the talus to the western side, with very hard going, steep 
scree with patches of soft snow but we wanted to keep dry feet as long as possible. 
Tall, rotten rock towers reared up out of the scree and we steered on up a snow fan 
under the last tower, traversing around the head of the cwm to reach the saddle below 
two small bumps west of M'Ladies. Here we were in complete mist, very thick, with a 
biting wind from the SE which soon froze our beards and put white rime on our parka 
hoods. A considerable face and some cornicing to the North kept us on the southern 
edge of the ridge along to the first bump, where, rather mystified, we took what seemed 
to be a fairly abrupt left turn. This however proved to be a mere shift back from SE to an 
E direction and the ridge narrowed somewhat once we were over the second bump. 
The N face looked really formidable, at least what we could see of it, and before long 
our ridge became sharp and strewn with rock gendarmes, mostly turned on the right. As 
we came up a steep snow gulley, the whiteout cleared and we had a touch of blue sky, 
enough to light us onto the summit, and we could see a peak, rounded and somewhat 
higher  to our NW (?), like us, just a little bit above the mists hanging over the glaciers. 
The summit was narrow, and we could only get one on the cone at one time. A big drop 
to a small col led up towards another peak to the east. 

It was 5.30 pm on the summit, and we stayed just long enough to get photos, then 
started on down. I roped Dick and Brian close together, and gave myself 50' to play 
with, though I only had to belay a couple of times. Brian slipped once but recovered 
naturally and quickly before he came onto my axe. We were fairly tired, and the ridge 
seemed interminable. Once down off the snow, boots wet, but the rest of us dry, we 
stopped to dispense with crampons and rope, had some food and a hot brew. The with 
new strength we bounded down what remained of the scree and arrived at the tents at 
9.00pm. 



Not the most startling new peak I have climbed, M'Ladies has a gross name and is a 
mere 8880', but nevertheless an Alaskan first ascent (?), and we've done what we came 
here for on the second day. 

AUGUST 2nd 

Woke often during the night to hear occasional rain on the tent. Wrapping in plastic 
seems an excellent idea so long as there is no wind. My cold was still thick on waking, 
ears popping, but no hint of snow blindness despite a day in whiteout with no goggles, 
and my mouth is feeling the familiar scorched tightness of all-daydryness followed by 
scalding brews! Why must I always have a rolling boil49? 

There is no doubt in my mind as I sit here looking down on the glacier, with icefalls 
hanging on the valley slopes above, that this is the sort of country I cannot do without. 
Big mountains, glaciers, fresh powder snow, and fresh white plumes from ridges and 
summits are like a drug to me. I could stay among these mountains for ever. Yet I thin it 
best if I have something else to occupy most of my time, at least for a while since a) I 
am more than just a climber, and b)appreciation is fortified by separation. Though I feel, 
as always, that guiding for a living -given intelligent company and difficult routes- must 
be something of a delight. I am virtually guiding this trip, since neither of these folks 
have any snow and ice experience, and M'Ladies was their hardest peak yet. 

Late start, around 2.30 PM, to go up the glacier a ways to see if we can find a good site 
further up. The mists are down severely, so we may not see much. It rained heavily so 
we turned around and made the tents in damp fashion. 

We played liar, and steamed quietly. Later, when the rain had stopped, Dick and I left 
the tent to Brian and started back up the moraine edge and wet glacier snow until 
finally, after about  a mile, we came to a small knoll marking the end of the moraine. We 
could see the whole end of the final glacier up to the NW wall of Snow White. Opposite 
the tent it is hachured like a file, with crevasses both ways, but it looks smooth round to 
the south almost all the way up. The slopes up to M'Ladies look incredibly gentle though 
crevasse strewn. I'd like to get the SW ridge of Snow White, which looks like an 
excellent and steep ridge. We'll try a carry up the glacier tomorrow and a camp in the 
snow basin if we survive all right we will maybe try Snow White, and then perhaps the 
traverse. If we get wet, then probably retreat over to the Canwell Hut. 

Made our way leisurely back, giving a warning yodel to Brian to prepare a brew. Over 
supper, Dick produced the epithet `brew-bloat' which he said was the clinical opposite of 
`belly-bonk' , but has something of the same effect. 

                                                
49 actually, probably owe my persistent health to this, since in the many hundreds of nights spent out in 
rough country all over the world, this principle has kept me from any serious stomach  issues 



It rained on and off all evening. We are very dry, and there is still no wind, visibility still 
the same, with cloud right down halfway on the Snow White wall, and so far as we can 
judge by our water pots, it has not been below freezing one night since we have been 
here. 

              

        I THINK THIS IS SNOW WHITE WALL ?50 

JULY 3rd. 

Another fitful night. I don’t seem to sleep right through. There is no wind and it's so 
damned warm. It rained quite heavily in the night, though we remained perfectly dry, a 
real tribute to our visqueen fly. It looks crazy but it works, in the absence of wind 
anyway. 

Leaving after leisurely breakfast at around 2.30pm fior the upper glacier and a recce of 
the ice couloir around Snow White. The glacier was very open to begin with, grey 
moraine ice giving way to slushy snow. Bridges were soft, and needed much cleaning 
up before it was possible to see what was sound and what wasn't.  Surpsingly many slts 
were still covered, and it took a long time to pick a route through, mostly over on the 
South side under the noisy brown walls. M'Ladies remained coy and covered all the 
time, though now and then a tantalizing tit would show through. 

                                                
50 regrettably, I didn’t mark the back of this photo, and am not sure of the name.. but it was taken on the 
trip, and I remember this as being quite impressive, but future eyes may correct me 



At 5.30 we'd made a small knoll directly to the bottom of the saddle  leading to the SW 
ridge of Snow White. The face, about half a mile away, looked filthy, though a good 50 
degree ice slope led straight up from us to the saddle. The normal route looked easy 
too, what we could see of it. We stomped out a tent platform in the snow, though not 
with too much enthusiasm at first. The snow is so wet, and the gulleys so brown. The 
whole area is in such poor condition that to attempt a traverse of Snow White (what I 
would really like to do) would likely be crazy.  

Then, toward the end of our lunch, clouds began to clear away at the bottom of the 
valley above the Delta River, and the mists even began peeling off M'Ladies, but she 
was baring her knees this time. So after waiting for almost 1 1/2 hours for her to reveal 
herself, we set off back at 6.45. Sloshing down the snowfields was sort of pleasant. I 
think this glacier must be really beautiful in winter or early spring.  

Suddenly, the rope came tight, and I looked ahead and could only see Dick.   

                     

No sign of Brian. I had heard no shout, though Dick was in the snow with axe in, and it 
dawned on me that of course Brian was in a slot. So I whacked an axe in, tied off with 
my prussik, and made my way gingerly along the rope to the considerable hole he had 
made. In the photo below, he can be seen being held on the rope. He was alright, and 
at least right way up in a medium but pretty deep crevasse, hanging about 20 feet down 
below the lip, being held by both ropes. He is fit and extremely agile, and it took only 
about 20 minutes for him to work his way out with our help. He prussiked up to the lip, 
then cut away the hole a bit with his axe, then we heaved on both ropes and he bridged,  



 

     and scrambled out. Quite amusing, lucky, and very good practice and experience51.  

 

            

 

         BRIAN BARELY VISIBLE SEVERAL FEET DOWN IN THE CREVASSE 

 

                                                
51 I have had extensive experience with instructing on, and navigating through crevasses, and all our 
training had taught us to expect one hour for each ten feet of rescue from a crevasse, and that was 
counting with an uninjured climber; Brian's feat, 20 feet in 20 minutes was extraordinary, and I had no 
reservations about going on down to Rainier in his company. I remember him being perhaps the strongest 
and most natural climber I ever met. 



                              

                                   BRIAN EMERGING, SMILING 

 

For the rest of the trip, ropes stayed fairly tight between us. We got back to the tents at 
9.30. It rained for the last 30 minutes. This weather, though fortunately very mild, is not 
at all what I had expected of Alaska. British sloppy winter conditions! We are already 
talking about taking off to Seattle and trying Rainier. The rock around the area is really 
so bad, and nowhere could you climb it with much pleasure. Looks like poor quarry or 
sea cliff quality, and is continually sliding. So if you want to drive to Alaska, do it in 
November. Then roads are all frozen and freshly graded, with hardly a bump. 

July 4th 

Well, we've finally decided to give it away. Today the glacier is even greyer. It is misty, 
wet and cold. There is a damp wind, and the valley is like a great popping bog. There 
are rivers of melt. Even the rumble of avalanches seems damped. If we can summon 
the energy, we will head down to the lower moraine camp today, then on out to Trimm's 
Camp the next day, and call up Dick's bird on the radio, and ask her to bring us back to 
glorious Fairbanks. 

I'm going on down to Seattle, have a look at Rainier, and maybe shoot up to Vancouver 
to see Art Rogers, Mike Perry  and John Harlin. Then back to the sun, and perhaps 
Camp Sequoyah by the 15th, where I had good friends and a job as in charge of the 
riding stable. 



We broke camp at 3.15, and found heavy crevassing. It took a long time to get through 
since there was no trace of footprints. The weather changed as we walked. Rain, wind 
and then fine! What a place. At one point I was looking at all the rocks and I tripped, and 
my pack took over and I did a complete somersault. Dick kindly and concernedly came 
over and helped me up. A bruised knee and bruised pride were the only injuries. I found 
a good piece of jade part way down. We arrived at 8.15 pm and set up camp in our old 
campsite in a high wind, which seemed intermittent, though it grew colder.Dick tells the 
sad story of the girl who came home one morning after staying out all night. She had 
slept with a soldier. When she finally told her parents, they told her to take the gun 
down, load it, and go out and shoot her dog. She did what she was told, fetched and 
loaded the shotgun, and went out and shot herself. 

JULY 5th 

Some really dumb ditties emerged from our limp tents.I did not record the first verse, but 
the second was 

 
 
he would fart a gavotte for a starter 
and follow it with a cantata 
he'd boom from his ass 
the B minor Mass 
and in counterpoint, La Traviata. 
followed by 
 
There once was a lady named Cager 
who, as a result of a wager 
consented to fart  
the entire oboe part  
of Mozart's quartet in F major. 
 
 
 
 
Well, once having made the decision, the only thing left is to carry it out. We suffered 
rain all night, and there were large quantities in the tent in the morning (probably 
punishment for our lousy limericks). I was glad in the night to see Dick in the night sit up 
and feel for the edges of his equipment, checking for dampness - cybernetics of 
survival-  and at 6.0 am I woke the scene. and we started breakfast. Away into a grey 
washed dawn full of slippery wet rock and rushing moraine flood. The bush-bash down 
the Miller was wet and wiry. These high, straight expedition packs are certainly not for 
bush! The road was a prize, and but 1 1/2 miles to Trimm's Camp. 
The spontaneity of remote places, quick friendship, I found true of Alaska all over 
(outside towns and commercial businesses) again demonstrated by the wife of a 



roadman who let us in, filthy and un-prepossessing though we were, to use the radio. A 
willingness to talk at great length is prefaced by `I find people interesting'! And so she 
must after living out there for ten years! From Oklahoma, she remembers HATING the 
first winter up here, then wondering where the summer had gone the next winter, but 
like so many of the people OUTSIDE cities, and whose prime aim is not to make money 
at someone else's expense, she wouldn't any longer know how to live anywhere else. 
 
The Cheena River is approaching flood level, 12' I think, and some folks are moving out. 
Alaskans remember the cruel flood of two years ago, proclaimed a national disaster , 
and still the subject of bitter argument over allocation of restitution funds on which some 
businesses paid off long-standing loans and bought substantial new plant, while others 
were barely compensated for damage. Central to the argument  seems to be the 
Golden Nugget Hotel, a slazzy $30 per night joint in Fairbanks. 
So it seems the Physics Department was empty, and we couldn't get any direct 
confirmation of Helen's getting the message. We went outside and ate bread and 
cheese and Milky Ways, and watched the trucks roar past our extended thumbs. 
At about 2.05 pm Dick went into the radio again, and came out with the info that the 
message had got as far as the Physics Department, but we all knew that with `flood' the 
word, all lowlanders including Helen's close friend would be removing all their 
belongings from dwellings below theoretical flood level. Penneys etc and other big 
stores in town are reputed to have already sandbagged and cleared basements of all 
stock in anticipation. So there was no guarantee Helen would be in the university all day 
today. And she has no home phone.  
 
So, Delta Junction being a rather more groovy place to be than Trimms Camp, Brian 
had the neat idea that we should play some liar to establish order of thumb, since we 
were obviously getting nowhere as a threesome. Emerging as champion liar, with Dick a 
close second, I banished them both to behind a clump of shrubbery where there was at 
least a pretty stream bounded with alpine flowers. They didn’t seem to mind at all.  
 



 

I sang and kicked pebbles and watched an assortment of vehicles drive with 
insouciance past my waggling thumb. The other two were quietly getting stoned among 
the flowers. The whole scene was rather nice. After a while, the strains of the blues harp 
mingled with the stream, and euphoria hung over that little bit of Alaska back country. I 
must say that I have enjoyed the company of those who are stoned, much milder, more 



gentle and quieter than getting drunk, and I can be easy with them without getting 
stoned myself, something not so true about drinking. 

I sang some more, and they would come out and talk a bit, then scurry back like rabbits 
when some engine sounded around the straight 1/2 a mile away, to appear after its 
exhaust and dust was scarcely settled. It was a thoroughly pleasant waste of time. One 
guy stopped with some questions about where we'd been climbing, but he was only 
going about 8 miles down to Black Rapids, so I reluctantly refused his offer of a ride. 

At last, a camper, most unlikely for lifts, passed me, and I think he saw my rope and 
helmet, and skidded swimmingly to a stop. I thought it was going to reverse too, and 
jack-knife the 20' speedboat behind, but I picked up my bloody great pack and ran. 

I was pushed back into the camper, and lay on a bed and observed the driver and his 
passengers through the connecting window. It was an Indian couple, and a handsome, 
strong looking blonde Alaskan. Strange threesome, and I found out they were headed to 
Fairbanks, looking for work. From behind, I had a good opportunity to study the 
differences between Indian and Caucasian features 

i) temple hair longer and more consistently backswept in Indian 

ii) obvious high cheekbones and high forehead, and  

iii) beautiful ears. Indian ears are much closer to the head and finely sculpted! 

Driving through Fort Greely Base, the old Blue Pig sped by with an intent Helen at the 
wheel, so I go as far as Delta Junction and wait. I got to the Bay Hotel and am let out of 
the camper, talk briefly and politely with gratitude, under the impressive silhouette of Mt 
Hayes, and go over to the Bay. 

I think we should have gone in to something bigger like Hayes, or Rooster's Comb. 
Brian made an interesting remark when we were discussing dope. I said that I wouldn’t  
want to depend on such a thing to turn me on. He smiled (as he so often did) `Where do 
you get to when you need mountains to turn you on either?' More and more, the bigger, 
harder  routes demand - the drug gets harsher - and one has to mainline. 

Leaving the sharp outlines of the peaks above the Canwell seemed awful,  Mt Institute 
rearing impatiently from the wisps of remaining cloud into the now blue sky. I know that I 
am leaving glaciers again for a year, except perhaps for Rainier. Sitting eating my 
closing salmon steak, with the brash printed graffiti on the roadhouse wall leering down 
at me (Old Golfers Never Die, They Just Lose Their Balls) I pick up tidbits of news from 
the counter while some cheap singer murders `Danny Boy' on the juke box. 



A wind came up in Fairbanks -that's what we have had all day on our cheeks- and blew 
down the flood danger. The bar here closes by state law at 5.00 am. and opens again at 
8.00 am for all day and night. Those three hours are mandatory for cleaning, and choice 
of hours is evidently so staff can get away and get cleaned up and not late for work at 
8.00., but it appears that work does not require appearing clean shaven and upright at 
the bar52. A barman (I used to be one) should be a master at getting his customers to 
talk, and then listen well, with just the right mixture of advice and wisdom, something I 
aspired to but never was master at. A garrulous barman spoils a drink. 

All in all, perhaps dope has its merits. Must talk with Bill and Daisy (North Carolina 
friends) about this . For although entirely without participation themselves (as far as I 
know!) they have the most enlightened view from a societal standpoint that I have yet 
met, as they do on most things. 

Bar thoughts: The sort of lad that when he fights he keeps coming, and as he pounds, 
his hair bounces, the blond mop staying where it is with each bounce, and he keeps 
gazing steadily at his adversary until he drops. 

The sort of lonely man, small and frail-looking who walks up to a pool table, puts in a 
coin and plays himself with great concentration meanwhile occasionally dropping over 
to the juke box, and selects hillbilly songs 

I suppose I have had a strange, unusual life. The chances are I will have an unusual 
death.  

Dick's Love Motto: `if it moves, fondle it'. 

JULY 6th 

Back in Fairbanks. Two stinking filthy dollars for two pieces of french toast, two eggs, 
and two packs of cereal.  NO COFFEE OR ANYTHING ELSE!..and this is the student 
cafeteria! 

JULY 9th 

At 9500' on the NE side of Mt Rainier at the Sherman Hut. Brian and I left Sunrise at 
9.30 am and reached the hut at just before 6.00pm. It was a long haul over the 
Burroughs Ridge, lots of rotten rock. We passed the spot where a man died  (?) earlier 
this year from a rock on his bonce, and from the hut we look up to the Curtis Ridge 
where another died. We met Eric Metcalf here plus two Seattle climbers. He did the new 
Langdale Guide with Alan Austin.  We aim to leave together in the morning and climb 
the mountain by this route to see if the traverse is feasible the next day perhaps. 
                                                
52 reminiscent of our local bars on Queen Charlotte Sound, New Zealand, which opened two hours earlier 
( 6 am) to allow fishermen to load up beer and liquor on their way outbound. 



JULY 10th 

Brian's alarm woke the hut at 2.45 am. A glance outside confirmed a starlit sky though 
not very cold, and preparations began. The third member of their party still had a filthy 
cold, and after he got up and moved around, helping nobly, he was in no fit shape, and 
they left, crampons crunching on the gravel, circles of flashlights picking out the ice, at 
4.0 am with just two on their rope. It seemed as familiar as anything, the black hunk of 
mountain looming up into the stars. It was the usual unattractive alpine start. 

We seemed reluctant, getting away at 4.30, light loads and almost no need for a 
flashlight. I was able to follow their crampon marks, and caught occasional glimpses of 
the others above us. It was hardly necessary to follow them. I had noticed several 
alternatives from the hut, though all accounts had it that the glacier was extremely open. 

The unreal light, when your eyes get used to the dusky, angular lines of sky and ice. 
The feeling of missing sleep and regretting the hasty breakfast that one hopes will 
suffice until at least 11.00 am. I wonder always what the day will bring, how far we will 
get before daylight. I compare with Mt Cook, where we breakfasted under the summit 
rocks as the dawn broke, yet didn’t return to the hut until the sun was well down. Also 
with early starts in the Andes, inching through the crazy icefall in the dark, always 
anxious to put major technical difficulties behind one early. 

One wonders what will happen?  will this be successful, competent, or will something 
quite unforeseen occur to force quick retreat? Although one seldom asks the question, 
one wonders if one's companion is feeling the same sort of reluctant commitment, if his 
boots rub a little too, and if there is a beginning ache in his calves? Somehow these 
days I submerge most fears about my own performance. Both of the last two seasons 
have given me good reason for confidence in big mountains, above and beyond obvious 
decrements due to other factors, and I never doubted I would make it.  

[Ed: here was a paragraph from Ed Nestor's report on his McKinley expedition, 
expressing gratitude for the work Clarence and I did on that mountain, which coming 
from an experienced mountaineer, and leader of his own team who had had his own 
difficulties on the climb, was a welcome tribute. 

 

 



 

Actually, strangely enough, I doubt often whether my companion will make it, and 
mostly feel for him, as in Outward Bound. 



ANNEX 1. JOE NAVA MEMO ON THE AIRDROP 

 



 

 



ANNEX 2  SUMMARY OF PRE-CLIMB TEST RESULTS 

Due to the disastrous airdrop described by Joe Nava's memo in Annex 1, we did not 
have enough equipment to permit most tests to be performed at actual altitude. Ss were 
however grouped post-hoc by mountain performance, and test results compared at 
ground and simulated altitude, with `t' tests for statistical significance. Criteria for the 
grouping are shown below.

 



`Strong' members exhibited `no chronic impairment of performance for most of the 
sojourn at high altitude, were able and willing to perform numerous strenuous tasks, and 
included Lawrence, Bartlett, Eagan, Serfoss and Taylor'. In contrast, the `weak' group 
showed `chronic impairment of performance for most of the sojourn at high altitude, 
were either physically or motivationally unable to perform numerous strenuous tasks. 
Includes Myers, Owens and Houghton, and in the latter case, results of an extended 
stay at altitude may be surmized.'  

Figure 2 contains the actual test data of the two groups, the first row in each cell being 
`ground level' and the second `altitude' i.e. in the chamber .  

 



It is only fair to say that these are very sketchy data, but are simply recorded in this 
account for `science' and knowledge purposes,  and to show that there were bona fide 
efforts to bring some kind of research component into this rather stressed expedition. 
We concluded that there appeared to be no statistically significant  difference between 
pre-climb scores of both groups, perhaps because our sample was too small. 
Interestingly, when total data (not shown here) on pegboard and reaction time tests 
were combined across all observed mountaineers (i.e. including the other expeditions) 
there were significant differences between ground measures and those at simulated 
altitude, but none appeared in the observer group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANNEX 3. LETTER OF APPRECIATION FROM DR MORRISON 

 



ANNEX 4. NAMES OF THE JAPANESE EXPEDITIONS TO MCKINLEY 1969, AND 
EVEREST 1970 

 

 

 



  

 


